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ABSTRACT 
This Master’s Thesis deals with the creation of educational laboratories for 
learning about microprocessors and programming. The lab exercises are based 
on the educational theories of David Kolb. Kolb created the Experiential Learning 
Model (ELM) and the Learning Style Inventory (LSI). The ELM describes learning 
as a process based on a learner’s experience. With the LSI it is possible to 
determine the learning style of every learner. By using this knowledge from 
Kolb’s theories the lab exercises are designed adapted to the four learning types 
Kolb pointed out. The microcomputer used for the laboratories is the BeagleBone 
Black, a small and powerful microcomputer from Texas Instruments based on the 
1GHz AM335x ARM® Cortex™-A8 microprocessor. The chosen programming 
language is Python™, which is a high-level programming language. Through its 
abstractness and its expressivity Python is easy for students to learn.  
The realization of Kolb’s theories is explained later in this thesis. The main 
focus by explaining this realization is to describe the connections between the 
outlined characterizations of every learning type and the methods used for the 
lab exercises. Only little research has been done using Kolb’s educational 
theories for engineering classes so far. Therefore, with this thesis new scientific 
territory will be entered. Before the lab exercises are described in detail, an 
explanation how adaptive lab exercises can be set up is presented. The idea is to 
provide a manual for creating new lab exercises by using the methods based on 
the ELM and the LSI. For describing the four lab exercises created for this thesis, 
a general description of every lab exercise and descriptions of every project are 
given. The materials for these exercises, as well as the handouts, are appended 
at the end of this thesis. 
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 I. INTRODUCTION 
A. MOTIVATION 
“Tell me and I forget,  
Teach me and I remember,  
Involve me and I will learn.” 
– Benjamin Franklin, 1750 
 
This quote from Benjamin Franklin describes simply and concisely the 
intention of this thesis to involve the students more in the process of learning. 
Wurdinger and Carlson found out that most universities teach only by lecturing 
because their staff would not even know other possibilities to teach [Wur09]. But 
teaching does not only consist of this single method. Students should be involved 
in learning, for example through hands-on exercises and laboratories. The 
embarrassing fact is that experiential learning, which focusses on involving the 
learner, is not even a new concept. It is based on the work of notable educational 
psychologists from the beginning of the 20th century. However, it is used very 
little at universities. [Nor] 
The Space Systems Academic Group (SSAG), which is an 
interdisciplinary association of professors at the Naval Postgraduate School 
(NPS) and concentrates on space orientated courses, is willing to make efforts to 
optimize their way to teach. This work tries to offer a better way to achieve this 
high goal of a modern educational philosophy. [Nav09] 
Because of its highly technical orientation, the SSAG tries to connect this 
work with the creation of a modern educational laboratory for microprocessors. 
Nowadays, we are surrounded by microprocessors or microcontrollers 
everywhere. They represent the center of every embedded system. These 
embedded systems are used almost in every electronic device, especially in 
 1 
 devices used in space systems. For that reason the SSAG realizes the 
importance of involving hardware (microcomputers/microprocessors) when 
teaching students programming. 
B. BEAGLEBONE BLACK 
The BeagleBone Black (BBB) is a microcomputer first released in April 
2013. It is based on a 1GHz AM335x ARM® Cortex™-A8 microprocessor. The 
latest version of the BeagleBone Black, Rev C, comes with a 4GB onboard 
storage and the pre-installed operating system Debian [Ada142], which uses the 
Linux kernel [Deb14]. This allows the usage of a wide variety of open source 
libraries. Gerald Coley from Texas Instruments designed the BeagleBone Black 
especially (but not exclusively) for young ‘innovators’. Especially the two pin 
headers with 46 pins each offer the usage for numerous projects, ranging from 
school projects up to very complex systems. In Figure I.1, the BeagleBone Black 
is shown with breadboard. The breadboard is used in the lab exercises to expand 
the pin headers for building the circuits. Table I-1 shows all features of the 
BeagleBone Black Rev C. [Bar13] [Ric14] 
 
Figure I.1: BeagleBone Black with Breadboard. From [Ada141] 
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 Table I-1: Features, BeagleBone Black Rev C. After [Col14] [Ada142] 
 Feature 
Processor Sitara AM3359BAZCZ100 
1GHz, 2000 MIPS 
Graphics Engine SGX530 3D, 20M Polygons/S 
SDRAM Memory 512MB DDR3L 606MHZ 
Onboard Flash 4GB, 8bit Embedded MMC 
PMIC TPS65217C PMIC regulator and one additional LDO 
Debug Support Optional Onboard 20-pin CTI JTAG, Serial Header 
Power Source miniUSB USB or DC Jack 5VDC External Via Expansion 
Header 
PCB 3.4” x 2.1” 6 layers 
Indicators 1-Power, 2-Ethernet, 4-User Controllable LEDs 
HS USB 2.0 Client 
Port 
Access to USB0, Client mode via miniUSB 
HS USB 2.0 Host 
Port 
Access to USB1, Type A Socket, 500mA LS/FS/HS 
Serial Port UART0 access via 6 pin 3.3V TTL Header. Header is populated 
Ethernet 10/100, RJ45 
SD/MMC Connector microSD, 3.3V 
User Input Reset Button Boot Button 
Power Button 
Video Out 16b HDMI, 1280x1024 (MAX) 1024x768,1280x720,1440x900 ,1920x1080@24Hz 
w/EDID Support 
Audio Via HDMI Interface, Stereo 
Expansion 
Connectors 
Power 5V, 3.3V , VDD_ADC(1.8V) 
3.3V I/O on all signals 
McASP0, SPI1, I2C, GPIO(69 max), LCD, GPMC, MMC1, MMC2, 
7 AIN (1.8V MAX), 4 Timers, 4 Serial Ports, CAN0, 
EHRPWM(0,2),XDMA Interrupt, Power button, Expansion Board 
ID (Up to 4 can be stacked) 
Weight 1.4oz (39.68g) 
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 C. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE PYTHON 
Python™ is a high-level programming language and was developed by 
Guide van Rossum at the Centrum voor Wiskunde en Informatica (CWI) in 
Asmsterdam during the early 90s. As cross-platform language, Python can be 
used with different platforms, such as Linux/UNIX, Windows, or Macintosh. 
Because of the abstractness of Python, it is easy to learn. Python is also very 
expressive, that means that one line of Python code can do more than one line of 
code in most other languages. Therefore, it is not unusual that a well written 
Python script has only one fifth of the lines, a C script for the same program had. 
Because of the fewer lines it is also easier to maintain or debug the Python code. 
Another result of the abstraction of Python is that it is easy to read and therefore, 
easier to understand. The philosophy of Python is to offer everything a 
programmer needs to do the work without installing any extensions. But there are 
also some disadvantages of Python: it is not the fastest language, there are other 
languages with more libraries, and Python does not check variable types at 
compile time. The last point means that Python associates types with objects and 
not with variables. Therefore, the interpreter will not help the programmer to find 
variable type mismatches. But especially because of the abstractness and the 
fact that Python is easy to learn and to use, it was chosen as programming 
language for the lab exercises. [Ced10] 
D. FRITZING TOOL 
Fritzing is an open-source hardware initiative to make electronics available 
for anyone. The whole “fritzing project” offers a software tool, a community 
website and services for the programming language Processing and the open-
source electronics prototyping platform Adruino™. Fritzing was originally a 
publicly funded research project from the University of Applied Sciences 
Potsdam, Germany (Fachhochschule Potsdam) and is turning into a non-profit 
organization. With the fritzing tool it is possible to create configurations of circuits 
and to show them also as schematics. It comes already with a huge part library 
for electronics components and numerous other part libraries are available. For 
 4 
 these reasons, fritzing was used to create the figures for the hardware 
configurations and the schematics of the circuits within this thesis. [Fri] 
E. KOLB’S THEORIES 
1. A General Description 
David Kolb, an American educational theorist, created in the 1970s the 
Experiential Learning Model ELM. This model focusses on experiences a person 
makes during a learning process. He describes four steps which can be 
illustrated as a cycle, shown in Figure I.2. 
 
Kolb understands learning as an integrated process that begins with 
experiences in the “here-and-now” (1) [Kol74]. The second step is described by 
gathering more data and observations about the experiences the learner had (2). 
The learner begins then to analyze these experiences and observations whereby 
he gains new knowledge (3). Based on this new knowledge the learner begins to 











Concepts in new 
Situations 
Figure I.2: Kolb’s Learning Cycle, (ELM). After [Kol74] 
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 (4). This cycle is repeated again and again by the learner, whereby a higher level 
of knowledge is reached with every completion of the cycle. This iterative 
process can be understood as a spiral. 
Besides the ELM, Kolb also focused on “learning as an integrated 
cognitive and socio-emotional process” [Kol74]. This process refers to the 
emotional experiences the learner has had in his/her life and especially at school 
and during his/her studies. That means that every learner has his/her own 
learning perspective and feels comfortable with specific learning and teaching 
methods. In this connection, Kolb pointed out four learning abilities every learner 
has. These four abilities are: “concrete experience” abilities (CE), “reflective 
observation” abilities (RO), “abstract conceptualization” abilities (AC), and “active 
experimentation” abilities (AE). These abilities can be described by single words: 
CE “Feeling”, RO “Watching”, AC “Thinking”, and AE “Doing” [Kol74]. Based on 
these abilities, every person has developed a Learning Style Inventory (LSI). 
With the LSI it is possible to measure the strengths and weaknesses of a 
person’s learning style. To determine the personal learning style, the four 
learning abilities mentioned above and two combination scores are needed. 
These two combination scores are: “abstractness over concreteness” (AC-CE) 
and “active experimentation over reflection” (AE-RO). Based on these six scores 
Kolb pointed out four learning styles. He called these: “Converger”, “Diverger”, 
“Assimilator”, and “Accomodator”. Each of these learning styles is characterized 
by two learning abilities. 
The “Converger” has the dominant learning abilities AC and AE. 
Convergers are more practical and like to try new ideas on their own. They learn 
through interaction rather than thinking about theories. Many engineers are 
characterized by this learning style. The opposite of the “Converger” is the 
“Diverger”. The dominant learning abilities of Divergers are CE and RO. They like 
to work with other people, view concrete situations from many perspectives, and 
like to learn via logical instructions. This learning style is represented mostly by 
persons with humanities and liberal arts backgrounds. The “Assimilator” is 
characterized by the abilities AC and RO. Therefore, persons with this learning 
 6 
 style tend to create theoretical models first. They are more interested in the 
practical use of theories than in people. One of their strengths is collecting 
information and knowledge by reading theoretical texts, like books or technical 
literature. People with this learning style can be found mostly in the branches of 
basic science and mathematics. The fourth learning style, the “Accomodator”, is 
best in CE and AE. Accomodators often solve problems by trial and error and 
need information from other people. That means they have only little analytic 
ability. Many business students are characterized by this learning style. In Figure 
I.3, the LSI scores of students in different branches of study and the allocation 
into the four learning types are shown. [Kol74] 
 
Figure I.3: Average LSI scores on AE-RO and AC-CE by Undergraduate College Major 
(800 probands). After [Kol74] 
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 2. Expectations of Applying Kolb’s Theories 
As mentioned in the previous section, the learning styles of students are 
mainly influenced by their undergraduate college major. Furthermore, the NPS as 
a postgraduate school has students with many different backgrounds. Therefore, 
it is desirable to consider these differences in people’s learning styles to achieve 
effective teaching. By using Kolb’s theories in setting up lab exercises for the 
mentioned learning styles will offer students a better way to learn. Students will 
go through Kolb’s learning cycle (seen in Figure I.2) if lab exercises build on the 
knowledge students gained from previous exercises. That means that they 
consolidate their knowledge from previous exercises and are able to gain new 
knowledge. As mentioned before, the working material, with which students can 
solve the tasks in lab exercises, is adapted to several learning styles. Therefore, 
all students will get the chance to use their learning strengths. This can lead to 
the fact that sometimes it seems that one way of achieving the “technical goal” of 
the lab exercise is more difficult or less difficult (in this case “technical goal” 
means to wire up the circuit and to program the codes). But the real goal of 
exercises should be the learning success of students. Therefore, this thesis 
proposes the hypothesis that applying Kolb’s theories to lab exercises will 
increase the learning success of students appreciably. 
3. Empirical Support for Kolb’s Theories and their Validity 
Since their first publication in 1971, Kolb’s theories about experiential 
learning and the LSI have been frequently mentioned in several books, papers, 
and other scientific works. These theories also have been used in a various 
number of educational research projects in different branches and applications 
such as computer education and statistics (Hudak & Anderson, 1990), health 
professions (Katz & Heinemann, 1991), library science (Piette, 1995), or arts and 
sciences (Willcoxson & Prosser, 1996). These research projects pointed out the 
efficiency of Kolb’s studies for teaching learners with differences in their learning 
habits. [Koo02] 
 8 
 Furthermore, Mumford writes in his book “Individual and Organizational 
Learning: The Pursuit of Change” (1992) about a course he designed, which 
includes learning style theory and action learning. He underscores the 
importance of using Kolb’s theories for designing courses. In this context, he 
writes about the usage of the learning cycle, learning styles, and encouraging 
learning to learn. To encourage students to use their learning strengths will lead 
them to understand how they learn best, he believes. Another supporter of Kolb’s 
theories is Sloan, who also thinks that students prefer different learning styles. As 
a result, good courses have to be created flexibly enough to cover the different 
learning styles. In this regard, Sloan demands to focus more on the pedagogical 
issues. [Hen01] 
As mentioned, there have been a large number of other scientific research 
papers about the theory of experiential learning and this theory has been used 
often in courses to improve the teaching methods. Table I-2 shows a summary of 
the “Bibliography of Research on Experiential Learning Theory and the Learning 
Style Inventory” from Kolb and Kolb, 1999. The number of research publications 
is categorized by academic fields and publication types. 
  
 9 
 Table I-2: ELM/LSI Research by Academic Field and Publication. After [Kol05] 
ELM/LSI Research Number of Researches (1971-1999) 
By Academic Field 
Education 430 
Management 207 







By Publication Type 
Journal Articles 542 
Doctoral Dissertations 209 




This large number of publications indicates that Kolb’s theories are well 
known in different fields of sciences. A lot of these publications supported Kolb’s 
theories or were used as a framework for projects and research efforts. [Kol05] 
The validity of the ELM and the LSI is discussed controversially in the 
literature. Raschick, Maypole, and Day supported Kolb’s theories as a good tool 
to match specific teaching styles to specific learning styles. They also found out 
that the ELM and the LSI increase the quality of teaching and learning. Other 
studies which supported the validity of Kolb’s theories were from Hudak and 
Anderson (1996), Green and Parker (1989) and Philbin et al. (1995). But there 
are also a lot of critical studies about the validity of the ELM and the LSI. A 
research paper by Ruble and Stout (1994) outlined some theoretical problems. 
 10 
 They found out that Kolb’s scale scores to measure the abilities AC, AE, CE, and 
RO do not match his theoretical construct. In a series of studies (1991, 1992, 
1993, 1994) the researchers Cornwell, Manfredo, and Dunlap questioned the 
construct validity of the ELM and the LSI. They criticized Kolb’s rank ordering 
system to assess learning styles. It has to be mentioned that more researchers 
can be found in the literature who concluded that the validity of Kolb’s theories 
cannot be proven. [Koo02] 
Nevertheless, even if the validity is widely questioned in the literature, 
there are enough researchers who support Kolb’s theories. Robotham also found 
that the theories of Kolb and the theories of Honey and Mumford (which are 
similar to Kolb’s research findings) are “the two most widely used inventories of 
learning styles” [Hen01]. At least this empirical support proves that Kolb’s studies 
are useful for creating educational courses and it supports this thesis in using the 
ELM and the LSI to create educational laboratories for learning about 
microprocessors. 
 11 
 II. REALIZATION OF KOLB’S THEORIES 
As mentioned before, this thesis is about using the ELM and the LSI to 
create lab exercises for learning about microprocessors. But even if a lot of 
projects using Kolb’s theories can be found in literature, there are only a few in 
the field of engineering or technical sciences. Table I-2 shows that the only 
technical sciences using Kolb’s model are computer sciences. But in this branch 
the ELM and the LSI is mostly used to “study end user software use and end 
user training” [Kol05]. Therefore, these research efforts are not very useful for 
setting up microprocessor laboratory exercises. For that reason, this chapter is 
based on the theoretical studies of Kolb and new ways to realize these studies in 
practice have to be found. 
A. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ELM 
Chapter E already explained the ELM on which the lab exercises are 
based. The students go through the steps of the cycle shown in Figure I.2 by 
doing these lab exercises. First, the students will get “concrete experiences” 
[Kol74] by going through their working material (1). This experience is the basis 
for making “observations and reflections” [Kol74]. This stage would be 
represented in the lab exercises by wiring the circuit and by writing the programs 
(2). In the third stage, which is described by analyzing and the “formation of 
abstract concepts and generalizations” [Kol74], the students test their circuits 
they have built and their programmed code lines (3). By taking this third stage the 
students gained the knowledge to “test implications of concepts in new 
situations” [Kol74] (4). These new situations are represented by new projects and 
exercises. Figure II.1 shows the implementation of the ELM (in the foreground) 
with Kolb’s learning cycle (grey, in the background) in summary. This cycle is 
repeated every time the students complete a new project. By completing these 
new projects (and the learning cycle) the students reach a higher level of 
knowledge. This is described by the spiral mentioned in Chapter 1. 
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B. METHODS USED WITHIN THE EXERCISES BASED ON THE LSI 
In chapter I.E the characteristics of all learning styles are already outlined. 
But to explain the methods used in these lab exercises, they will be briefly 
mentioned again in the following. 
1. Converger 
The material for the Converger is divided into two parts: the working 
material and the assignments. Students with this learning style have to read the 
part of the working material first. From the second lab exercise they get a figure 
with the configuration of the breadboard in addition to the schematic of the circuit. 
Their task is to rebuild the circuit shown and to compare it afterwards to the 
schematic. This method is chosen because students with the learning style of the 
Converger learn more through interaction than through creating theoretical 
models first. They also need to know how things work. Therefore, they have to 
Figure II.1: Implementation of Kolb’s Learning Cycle, (ELM). After [Kol74] 
(1) Going through the 
Working Material 
(2) Wiring the Circuit & 
Writing Code Lines 
(3) Testing the Circuit/the 
Code Lines & Analyzing 
the Results 
(4) Testing the gained 










(4) Testing Implications 
of Concepts in new 
Situations 
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 compare the schematic with the real circuit to understand the implementation of 
this theoretical schematic. To solve the programming part of the exercises, 
Convergers are given more complex sample code. They have to analyze this 
sample code first to use it for solving the tasks afterwards. This sample code 
contains all instructions, functions, and modules they need to complete the 
projects. This method is again chosen because of the practical learning style of 
these students. They can easily apply and test information they get by analyzing 
and using parts of the sample code, a strength of people with this learning style. 
Within the assignments they get precise tasks they can solve with the working 
material. Therefore, they can work mostly independently. 
2. Diverger 
Divergers get material which is not divided into two parts. They get step-
by-step instructions for wiring up the circuit as well as for the programming part of 
the exercises. These instructions contain the tasks and the working material to 
solve the tasks. This method fits with the characteristic of Divergers that they like 
to learn via logical instructions. They become indecisive by too many 
alternatives. This is prevented by giving them only smaller steps and more 
information. Divergers are also interested in people and like to use methods like 
brainstorming or group work. Because of the circumstances of a microprocessor 
lab, it is not feasible to implement these two abilities into meaningful lab 
exercises. Neither can it be guaranteed that there are enough students with this 
learning style to work in a group, nor is there the possibility to offer group work 
without interrupting other students. The students with this learning style are given 
the same material as the Accomodator. 
3. Assimilator 
Similar to the material for the Diverger, Assimilators get material divided 
into the working material and the assignments. For wiring the circuit they are 
given only the schematic of the circuit with little explanation. Because students 
with this learning style like to make concepts and ideas on their own, they do not 
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 get additional information. They have to come up with their own ideas how to 
wire the circuit. For the programming part, students with this learning style get 
reading material which describes all instructions, functions, and modules they 
need to solve their tasks. This method fits with the characteristic of Assimilators 
that they require facts, and accurate information to create their own concepts and 
ideas on solving problems. The part of the assignment contains the same short 
and precise tasks as the assignment for the Divergers. 
4. Accomodator 
As mentioned, Accomodators get the same material as the Diverger. 
Accomodators need information from other people and have only little analytic 
ability. Therefore, they get step-by-step instructions with enough information to 
solve the tasks. Students with this learning style often solve problems by trial and 
error. By giving them smaller steps (tasks) they can try possible solutions without 
“going the wrong direction”. This means that it is possible to lead them with these 
step-by-step instructions, if needed. Accomodators also work well in a group and 
like open ended discussions (like the Diverger). But as mentioned before, it is not 
possible to do this in a lab setting. 
5. Summary of the Learning Styles 
The strengths and characteristics of the four learning styles, as well as the 




 Table II-1: Summary of the Converger 
Strengths Characteristics Methods used in Lab 
Exercises 
AC, CE • likes to try new ideas 
independently 
• learns through interaction 
rather than thinking about 
theories 
• needs to know how things work 
• represented mostly by 
engineers 
• in addition to the schematic 
of the circuit also gets a 
figure of the configuration of 
the Breadboard and the 
BeagleBone Black 
• gets more complex sample 
code to analyze first before 
using it to solve the 
programming tasks 
• this material allows learning 
more through interaction 
than through first generating 




 Table II-2: Summary of the Diverger 
Strengths Characteristics Methods used in Lab Exercises 
CE, RO • likes to work with other 
people 
• views concrete situations 
from many perspectives 
• likes to learn via logical 
instructions and becomes 
indecisive by too many 
alternatives 
• represented mostly by 
persons with humanities 
and liberal arts background 
• in addition to the schematic of 
the circuit also gets step-by-step 
instructions to wire the circuit  
• gets also step-by-step 
instructions for the programming 
tasks 
• can try things out by solving 
smaller steps (trial and error) 
and gets more information for 
solving the tasks 
• is given the same material as 
the Accomodator 
 
Table II-3: Summary of the Assimilator 
Strengths Characteristics Methods used in Lab Exercises 
AC, RO • prefers logic and order 
• collects information by 
reading 
• creates theoretical models 
• represented mostly in the 
branches of basic science 
and mathematics 
• gets only the schematic of the 
circuit to generate own ideas of 
wiring it up 
• gets material to read about the 
theoretical background 
knowledge needed to solve the 
tasks 
• has to create own concepts of 
solving the tasks 
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 Table II-4: Summary of the Accomodator 
Strengths Characteristics Methods used in Lab Exercises 
CE, AE • solves problems by trial and 
error and relies on 
“hunches” rather than logic 
• needs information from 
other people 
• has only little analytic ability 
• represented mostly by 
persons with business 
background 
• in addition to the schematic of 
the circuit also gets step-by-step 
instructions to wire the circuit  
• gets also step-by-step 
instructions for the programming 
tasks 
• can try things out by solving 
smaller steps (trial and error) 
and gets more information for 
solving the tasks 
• gets the same material as the 
Diverger 
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 III. EXERCISES 
A. HOW TO SET UP THE EXERCISES 
All students have to build the same circuits and they have to write the 
same programs. That means, that not the individual projects are different, but 
only the material the students are provided with is different. The goal is that every 
student has the same knowledge about the circuits and about programming after 
completing the exercises. But it is still possible to respond to the different 
learning styles of all students. The possibility to implement the learning styles 
and that every student gains the same knowledge by doing the exercises, is the 
reason why the students are given the same projects but with different material. 
Another possible way to create adaptable lab exercises and to implement 
Kolb’s theories would be to set up different projects for the four different learning 
styles. This method would offer the opportunity to respond better to the 
characteristics of every learning type but students of different learning types 
would gain different knowledge by doing the exercises. With every project and 
exercise this difference of knowledge would increase. Therefore, this method of 
teaching was excluded. 
In the following, the manner how assignments and working materials for 
every learning type can be set up in general will be explained. Exercise 2 is used 
as example. That means that the following paragraphs should be understood as 
a “manual” for creating new lab exercises in the manner the lab exercises 
appended to this thesis were set up. All exercises (except exercise 1) are set up 
in three different ways: one version for the Assimilator, one version for the 
Converger, and one combined version for the Accomodator and the Diverger. 
The exercises should build up on each other so that the students can use their 
gained knowledge from prior exercises for doing the new exercise. For every 
exercise about 90 minutes to 120 minutes should be scheduled. Because it is not 
exactly predictable how long every student will need for the exercises (especially 
because of the different learning styles), it is useful to set up an additional project 
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 for every exercise. These additional projects should review the learned 
programming skills from the current exercise or these additional projects should 
include additional knowledge which is not essential for the following exercises. 
1. General Description of the Exercise 
At the beginning of the material for all learning styles, the lab exercise is 
described in general. The scope of the exercise has to be outlined, which 
includes the learning goals of the students. If there is a circuit to build, the 
additional hardware needed for this exercise is also listed. Figure III.1 shows the 
general description of exercise 2 as an example. The whole material of  
exercise 2 can be seen in Appendix B. 
The general description of the Accomodator and Diverger also shows the 
schematic of the circuit, which is shown at the part of the assignments for the 
Assimilator and the Converger. Therefore, an example of a schematic can be 
found in the following in chapter 5. 
  
Figure III.1: General Description of Exercise 2 
General Description 
This exercise is about using input and output devices by connecting 
them to General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) pins. After this exercise 
you will know how to program pins as GPIO. You will also learn how to 
import libraries, built-in modules, and other python files. It is also the 
first exercise about building a circuit by connecting an LED and a 
pushbutton. The following additional hardware is needed: 
• 1 LED 
• 1 pushbutton 
• 2 resistors (1kΩ, and 10kΩ) 
• 6 jumper wires 
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 2. Working Material and Assignment for the 
Accomodator/Diverger 
As mentioned before, the material for the Accomodators and the Divergers 
is similar. The assignments and the working material are combined to simplify the 
working material for this learning type. That is possible using step by step 
instructions. The “steps” can be seen as smaller tasks which also include the 
needed information to solve these tasks (“steps”). 
Every project begins with a list of the learning goals. These goals describe 
the scope of the project. Figure III.2 shows the goals of the 1st project of  
exercise 2. 
 
As can be seen, the part “Goals” is a short description of the scope of the 
project. In this case, the students will know how they can build a simple circuit 
and where on the BeagleBone Black they can find the GPIO pins, the digital 
source pins and the digital ground pins after completing this project. 
After the part “Goals” the tasks are described. These tasks are, for the 
Accomodator and Diverger, the mentioned step by step instructions. Figure III.3 
shows the instructions to build the first part of the circuit of exercise 2. In addition 
to the given schematic, the steps to wire the circuit are described. But not 
Figure III.2: Goals of the 1st Project of Exercise 2 
1) Building the Circuit 
Goals: 
• Build simple circuits by using resistors, an LED, a pushbutton and 
the GPIO pins 
• Make sure you use the correct voltage when wiring up the devices 
and the BeagleBone Black (remember: there are also 5V output 
pins on the BeagleBone Black, even if most other pins use 
only 3.3V!) 
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 everything has to be explained, as can be seen in Figure III.3. There are some 
gaps to fill in. In this example, the students have to search for the right pins on 
their own, which was one of the learning goals mentioned. 
 
Figure III.3: Tasks of the 1st Project of Exercise 2 (Assimilator/Converger) 
 
1) Building the Circuit 
... 
Tasks: 
• Connect one of the blue marked power-rails at the breadboard to a 
ground pin (DGND), pin:          , and one of the red marked power-
rails to a DC_3.3V source pin, pin:          , but use only the power-
rails of one side of the breadboard. To find the right pins, use the 
handout “Cape Expansion Headers”. 
• Place an LED on the breadboard and connect the cathode side (the 
shorter wire) with a jumper wire to the ground. The anode side must 
be plugged into another terminal-strip. 
• Connect one wire of the 1kΩ resistor to the anode side of the LED 
and plug the other resistor wire into another empty terminal-strip. 
• To test the LED if it is working and/or plugged in correctly, connect 
the positive power rail to the terminal strip you have chosen for the 
second wire of the 1kΩ resistor. The resistor is needed to lower the 
voltage for the LED. If the LED isn’t lit, check if it is plugged in 
correctly or change the LED. 
• If it is working, connect the jumper wire you used for step 5 with a 
GPIO pin, pin:          , instead of the positive power rail. 
... 
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 The instructions for the programming tasks are similar. The programming 
steps are described and it is explained what the needed instructions do. But like 
the tasks to build the circuits, not everything is explained. Therefore, the students 
have to create their own ideas to solve some tasks again. Figure III.4 shows the 
tasks of the 3rd project of exercise 2. Task 5 is an example where not everything 
is explained. As can be seen, even if the students of this learning style get step 




Figure III.4: Tasks of the 3rd Project of Exercise 2 (Assimilator/Converger) 
3) Control an LED using a Pushbutton 
... 
Tasks: 
1. Create a new python file and open it 
2. Import the Adafruit_BBIO module for GPIO. 
3. You have to control the LED via the pushbutton, the LED has to be 
illuminated if the pushbutton is pressed. 
Therefore, set up the pin used in the circuit of the LED again as 
output. 
4. To use the pushbutton as input device you must set up the pin used 
in the circuit of the pushbutton as input. The instruction to do this is: 
 
“P8_13” is again only an example! 
5. If a GPIO pin is used as input, you don’t program the pin as “HIGH” 
or “LOW”. You detect it. A simple code to detect an input GPIO pin 







With the knowledge gained in project 3) “Blinking LED” you can 
rewrite this sample code so that it turns the LED on when the 








  print “Pin P8_13 is HIGH” 
else: 
  print “Pin P8_13 is LOW” 
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In every project, the part “Tasks” is followed by a part named “Notes”. This 
part offers the students space to take own notes. 
3. Working Material for the Assimilator 
To fit to the learning style of the Assimilator, the working material is written 
more like technical literature. To build the circuit, students with this learning style 
are given the schematic of the circuit within the assignments and only little 
information within the working material. This information offers the theoretical 
knowledge to build the circuit, but it is no manual. Therefore, the information 
Assimilators get describes mostly only the hardware they need to build the 
circuit. It also explains the need to use specific pins at the pin headers and why. 
In Figure III.5 the additional information to build the circuit of exercise 2 is shown. 
As can be seen, only information the students need to solve the problem is 
mentioned. It is not explained how they have to build the circuit, so that they have 




  Figure III.5: Paragraph B) from the Working Material of Exercise 2 (Assimilator) 
B) Building the Circuit 
Figure 3 shows the schematic of the circuit you have to build. It can be 
confusing that resistor “R2” and “LED1” seem to be connected. They 
are both connected to ground, so use one jumper wire for each device 
to connect it to ground and don’t connect “R2” to “LED1” directly. 
It is important that the LED is plugged in correctly. An LED has an 
anode (positive pin) and a cathode (negative pin). Figure 2 shows how 
you can determine which side is the anode and which is the cathode. 
The circuits of the LED and the pushbutton have to be connected to 
one GPIO pin each. When choosing the pins, make sure you will use 
the correct pins. There are pins for several modes some are GPIO 
pins, some ADC pins, other are used for voltage or ground, and so on. 
So look at the handout “Cape Expansion Headers”. 
If you want to make sure if the LED is working, connect the circuit of 
the LED via a jumper wire with the positive power rail connected to the 
DC_3.3V source pin instead of with a GPIO pin. But also use here the 
1kΩ resistor in series with the LED! You can check the connections of 
the wires from the pushbutton and the resistance of the resistors with a 
multimeter. 
Figure 2: LED Orientation. From [Wik14] 
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 The information for the programming parts is summarized in several 
paragraphs. These paragraphs are classified according to their topics and not to 
the projects. That means that one paragraph can contain the information needed 
for several tasks. In Figure III.6  the explanation for Python’s built-in module 
“time” can be seen. It is not explained where it has to be used, only how it can be 
used. Because of the already mentioned characteristics of Assimilators, this 
manner to create the working material for Assimilators should be used. 
 
Figure III.6: Paragraph F) from the Working Material of Exercise 2 (Assimilator) 
F) Using the Python Module “time” 
If you need a function which deals with time, the python built-in module 
“time” can be really useful. This module includes a lot of functions, but 





As you can see, you have to import this module first before you can 
use its functions. 
The time.time() function returns the current time since the Epoch (the 
Epoch is system-defined and on Unix systems it is January 1st, 1970) 
as a floating point number in seconds. So you can use this built-in 






Time = time.time()+ 5 
while time.time() < Time: 
 GPIO.output(“P9_13”, GPIO.HIGH) 
else: 






 4. Working Material for the Converger 
To build the circuit Convergers get additional to the schematic also a 
figure with the configuration of the breadboard and some explanations. The 
shown configuration does not have to be complete so that the student has to 
make own ideas. For example, in Figure III.7 the BeagleBone Black is not shown. 
Because of that, the students have to find the correct pins on the BeagleBone 




Figure III.7: Paragraph B) from the Working Material of Exercise 2 (Converger) 
B) Building the Circuit 
In Figure 2 you can see the circuit you have to build. The blue jumper 
wire has to be connected to a ground pin and the red jumper wire to a 
3.3V pin. Use the handout “Cape Expansion Headers” to choose the 
right pins. In series with the LED a 1kΩ resistor is used and in the 
circuit of the pushbutton, a 10kΩ resistor is inserted. Both circuits have 
to be connected to one GPIO pin each. Again, there are pins for 
several modes, some are GPIO pins, some ADC pins, others are used 
for voltage or ground, and so on. So look at the handout “Cape 
Expansion Headers”. Compare your circuits with the schematic shown 
in Figure 1 of the Laboratory Assignment. 
 




Figure III.8: Sample Code for Exercise 2 (Converger) 
import Adafruit_BBIO.ADC as ADC #imports the modules 
ofthe Adafruit_BBIO library and 
entitles them as ADC and GPIO 
import Adafruit_BBIO.GPIO as GPIO    
import debounce as db #imports the python file 
debounce and entitles them as db 
import time  #imports the built-in module time 
ADC.setup()    #sets up the ADC  
GPIO.setup("P8_14", GPIO.OUT) #sets up port P8_14 as GPIO 
      output pin 
GPIO.setup("P8_15", GPIO.IN) #sets up port P8_15 as GPIO 
output pin 
GPIO.add_event_detect("P8_15", GPIO.RISING) #sets up port 
P8_15 for event detection 
of a rising edge 
#also possible: 
#GPIO.add_event_detect("P8_15",GPIO.FALLING) 
StopTime = 0    #declare all used variables 
status = 0 
count = 0 
i = 0 
port = "P8_16" 
test = 0 
 
while True:  
 count, status = db.debounce(status, port) 
 i = i + count 
 print(i) 
 if i > 5: 
  i = 0 
  
 if GPIO.event_detected("P8_15"):  #detects the 
rising edge 
  StopTime=time.time() + i 
 while GPIO.input("P8_15"): 
  if ADC.read("P9_40") < 0.3 and time.time() <  
StopTime: #ADC.read() reads the 
temperature value of the 
temperature measurement device 
on pin P9_40 
   GPIO.output("P8_14", GPIO.HIGH) 
   time.sleep(0.1)   #T = 0.1s 
   GPIO.output("P8_14", GPIO.LOW) 
   time.sleep(0.1) 
  else: 
   AlertTime = 0 
   GPIO.output("P8_14", GPIO.HIGH) 
 GPIO.output("P8_14", GPIO.LOW) 
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 To solve the programming tasks Convergers get one or multiple Python 
files with sample code. These programs cover all modules, functions, and 
instructions needed to write the programs. Figure III.8 shows an example 
therefor. With this program the students are able to write all programs of exercise 
2. As can be seen, this program has to be analyzed first to use its code 
afterwards. It is not necessary for the students to understand what the whole 
program does. They have to search for the right code passages they need to 
solve their actual task. 
5. Assignments for the Assimilator and the Converger 
Every project within the assignments starts again with the part “Goals”. 
These goals are the same like the goals for the Accomodators and Divergers. 
They summarize the learning goals and the scope of the project. One example 
can be seen in Figure III.2. 
The part “Goals” is again followed by the part “Tasks”. Because of the fact 
that the Assimilators and the Convergers get working material with which they 
are able to solve their tasks, they get exactly the same assignments. The tasks of 
these assignments are not as detailed as the tasks of the Accomodators and 
Divergers. Therefore, the Assimilators and Convergers have to use their working 
material to find a solution for their tasks on their own. Within the project of 
building the circuit, the schematic is placed at the part “Tasks”. In Figure III.9 the 
tasks of the 1st project of exercise 2 can be seen with the schematic. As an 
example for programming tasks Figure III.10 shows the tasks of the additional 
project of exercise 2. It is only explained what the program is supposed to do and 





Figure III.9: Tasks of the 1st Project of Exercise 2 (Assimilator/Diverger) 
1) Building the Circuit 
... 
Tasks: 
• Build a circuit with an LED as an output device and a circuit with a 
pushbutton as an input device as seen as schematic in Figure 1 
• Take notes what you found out by checking the pushbutton with the 















Figure 1: Schematic of the Circuits. Made with fritzing 
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B. EXERCISE 1 
1. General Description 
This exercise deals with fundamental knowledge. First students will learn 
how to use Linux. Because students will need the Linux terminal very often, it is 
necessary to teach them which Linux commands are important for them and how 
they can use these commands. After this, they have to program the first lines 
with Python. But first the students have to use the Python Console to see that it 
is also possible to write code lines on the terminal and that they can use Python’s 
help module by using the command line. This programming part deals mostly 
with mathematic basic operations and with the Python built-in module “math”. In 
the next project the students program their first Python program file. This 
program will output “Hello World!” on the screen by using a “while loop” to display 
Figure III.10: Tasks of the Additional Project of Exercise 2 (Assimilator/Diverger) 
5) Additional Project 
... 
Tasks: 
• Create a new python file and open it 
• Control the LED by using the pushbutton in the following way: 
− When the pushbutton is pushed (and held down), the LED is 
continuously illuminated for the first 5s 
− After 5s the LED starts to blink at a frequency of f = 10 s-1 as 
long as the pushbutton is held down 
− If the pushbutton is released (doesn’t matter if it’s released 
within the first 5s or later), the LED turns off 
... 
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 every letter in a separate line. The last project of this exercise deals mainly with 
“if/elif/else conditions”. 
Because this exercise deals mostly with fundamental knowledge of Linux 
and Python, it is the only exercise which is not set up for different learning styles. 
That also forces every student to solve every step in nearly the same way. 
Therefore, it is ensured that every student has gained the same basic knowledge 
for the following exercises. It is also the only exercise without a circuit to build. 
The material of this exercise can be found in Appendix A. 
2. Project 1: Linux 
In this very first project, students have to learn how to use the BeagleBone 
Black by using the handout “BeagleBone Black”. When the BeagleBone Black is 
ready to use, the students have to follow several steps to get familiar with the 
usage of the Linux terminal. They learn how to list files and directories, how to 
move through the directories, they have to create and delete files and directories, 
they also have to use the online manual for several commands, and they will use 
some other helpful commands and short cuts. 
All these commands are necessary to complete the following projects and 
exercises. A time of 20 minutes is scheduled for this project, because for most of 
the students this will probably be their first contact with a Linux based system. 
3. Project 2: Python Console 
After learning how to use the Linux terminal, the students will program 
their first lines of Python code in the command line by completing this project. It 
is the only project where the students have to program with the command line, 
but they should know that it is also possible to program directly on the terminal. A 
very helpful tool they can use with the command line is Python’s built-in help 
module. By entering any module, keyword, or topic, Python’s built-in module will 
offer an explanation for it. This project is also about mathematical operators in 
Python and about Python’s module “math”, which makes it possible to use 
several mathematical functions. 
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 The instructions and functions the students learn by completing this 
project are essential for the following exercises. This project is scheduled for 30 
minutes. 
4. Project 3: “Hello World!” 
With this project the students learn how to write and compile a Python file. 
This Python file will output “Hello World!” on the screen. Every letter is saved as 
a variable named “var0”, “var1”, “var2”, and so forth and the program has to print 
every letter on a separate line. Therefore, a “while loop” has to be used. This 
while loop steps through every variable and displays it. This is possible by adding 
a loop counter converted to a string to the string “var”. By using Python’s built-in 
function “eval”, Python can interpret this string as code, in this case as a variable. 
This project is very important because the following projects and exercises 
deal only with Python files and not with programming in the command line. The 
“Hello World Program” is, by tradition, often used as one of the first programs 
students have to program. It is influenced by an example program in the book 
“The C Programming Language” based on the book “Programming in C: A 
Tutorial” by Brian Kerningham (Bell Laboratories) from 1974. The first known 
version of this program can be found in another book by Kerninghan: “A Tutorial 
Introduction to the Language B” (1972) [Wik141]. For this project 20 minutes are 
scheduled. 
5. Project 4: If/Elif/Else Conditions 
By completing this project the students learn to read a string from a 
standard input and they have to understand and use “if/elif/else conditions”. They 
have to write a program which asks for entering an integer within the interval [0, 
4). If an integer less than 0 is entered, it will return: “Chosen number was less 
than 0!”. This is accomplished by an “if condition”. If an integer within the interval 
is entered, it will return: “You chose” and the entered integer. These cases are 
solved by five “elif conditions”. Otherwise, the sentence “Chosen number was 
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 greater than 4!” is printed. In another step the students have to enter a floating 
point number. They will see how important type conversion is. 
To complete this project the students will probably need 20 minutes. 
C. EXERCISE 2 
1. General Description 
This exercise is the first which deals with building circuits. The circuits 
used in this exercise contain a light emitting diode (LED), a pushbutton, and two 
resistors. The first project is building a circuit with the LED as output device and a 
circuit with the pushbutton as input device.  
Within the programming part of this exercise, students learn how to 
program pins as general purpose input/output (GPIO) and how to import libraries, 
built-in modules, and other python files and how to use them. The assignment, 
the working materials and the program codes of this project, can be found in 
Appendix B. 
In Figure III.11 the whole circuit is shown as configuration of the 
breadboard and BeagleBone Black and in Figure III.12 as a schematic. The 1kΩ 
resistor is used in series with the LED to lower the voltage on the LED and is 
connected to one of the GPIO pins on pin header P8 or P9. The LED is also 
connected to a ground pin to close the circuit. Within the second circuit, the 
pushbutton is connected to one of the pin header’s GPIO pins and to a 3.3V 
source pin. The 10kΩ resistor is connected in parallel with the pushbutton as 
safety measure.  
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Figure III.11: Circuit for Exercise 2 – Configuration of the Breadboard and the BBB 
 
Figure III.12: Circuit for Exercise 2 – Schematic 
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As can be seen from the circuit above, every student needs the following 
hardware to build this circuit: 
• 1 LED 
• 1 pushbutton 
• 2 resistors (1kΩ, and 10kΩ) 
• 6 jumper wires 
2. Project 1: Building the Circuits 
The goal of this project is to build two simple circuits which consist of two 
resistors, an LED, and a pushbutton. The pushbutton is used as input device and 
the LED as output device. It is important for the students to learn how the 
hardware is used, how to find the correct pins on the BeagleBone Black and how 
the holes on the breadboard are connected. To understand the functionality of 
the breadboard, the students are provided a description. They will also learn that 
an LED has a positive side (the anode) and a negative side (the cathode) which 
is the reason why an LED has to be plugged in correctly. The circuit can be seen 
in Figure III.11 and Figure III.12. All in all, the students will become more 
comfortable with building circuits and with working with schematics. 
Based on the fact that this is the first time the students have to build a 
circuit, 30 minutes are scheduled for this project. 
3. Project 2: Blinking LED 
In this part of the exercise students learn how to program output devices 
(in this case an LED). To accomplish this it is necessary to import the Adafruit-
BeagleBone-IO-Python (Adafruit-BBIO) library and its GPIO module first. The 
used pin has to be set as output. If a pin is declared as output it can be set to 
high or low. High means that the pin delivers a voltage of 3.3V if it is in GPIO 
mode. In this project the LED has to blink and not just be turned on or off. The 
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 easiest way to achieve this is to use Python’s built-in module “time”. This module 
offers the function “sleep()” which suspends the execution for a specific time.  
The students will probably need 10 minutes to program this code. It is not 
a very difficult project, but it is the first time they use the Adafruit-BBIO library to 
address a GPIO device. 
4. Project 3: Control an LED using a Pushbutton 
For this project a pushbutton is used as input device and controls an LED, 
which has to be lit only when the pushbutton is pressed. That means that both 
circuits are used. It is relatively simple to implement this with an if/else condition. 
The students will learn how they can control output devices with input devices. 
Because of the short code which has to be programmed this project is 
also scheduled for only 10 minutes. 
5. Project 4: Increment a Variable by using a Pushbutton 
The goal of this project is to show why mechanical devices, like switches 
and relays, have to be de-bounced. To see what happens when a switch (in this 
case a pushbutton) is not de-bounced, the first sub-task is to program code 
which increases a variable by pushing the pushbutton without using the de-
bouncing function. It will be noticed that by pushing the pushbutton the variable is 
not just increased by one. Therefore, a de-bouncing function is needed. Since it 
might take too long to let the students program this function on their own they 
have to use a prepared program which contains a de-bouncing function. 
Providing this prepared code students learn how mechanical devices can be de-
bounced and how they can import another Python file into their own file. The 
students should analyze this file before using it and import it correctly. This de-
bouncing function is explained briefly in the following paragraph. 
The prepared de-bouncing function needs two arguments to be passed. 
One argument represents the port to which the pushbutton is connected and the 
other argument passes the status. By calling the function, two arguments are 
returned, one argument, which increases the counting variable and one 
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 argument for the status. The status is crucial for the de-bouncing sequence. Four 
statuses are declared within this function. All of them are proven by “if/else-if 
conditions”. The first condition represents the case when the pushbutton was not 
pushed before but is pushed now. If the pushbutton was pushed before and is 
still pushed, the program jumps into the second condition. The third condition is 
true if the pushbutton was pushed but is now released and the fourth and last 
condition is true if the pushbutton was not pushed and is not pushed any longer. 
To verify that the pushbutton was pushed or not, the argument “status” is needed 
and is changed by jumping into the several “if/else-if conditions”. To proof if the 
pushbutton is pushed the GPIO pin, to which the pushbutton is connected, is 
read. Now the pushbutton is de-bounced because only for the first condition the 
argument, which increases the counting variable, is set to “1”, for all other 
conditions it is set to “0”. 
Since the students have to understand how the de-bouncing function 
works, how they can import and use it, and what de-bouncing means, the 
estimated time for this project is 20 minutes. 
6. Project 5: Additional Project 
The additional project combines most of what the students have learned 
within the projects before. But the code they have to program this time is more 
complex. The task is to program a code which controls again the LED, but in a 
different way than in project 3. The LED has to be illuminated continuously within 
the first five seconds when the pushbutton is pushed and held down. After these 
five seconds the LED starts to blink at a frequency of f = 10s-1 as long as the 
pushbutton is held down. If the pushbutton is released, the LED turns off again. 
For this task the function “time()” from the built-in module “time” is needed. This 
function returns the time as float in seconds since the Epoch. The Epoch is 
system-defined and on Unix systems it is the number of passed seconds since 
January 1st, 1970. 
Because of the complexity of this project, students will probably need at 
least 30 minutes to solve it. 
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 D. EXERCISE 3 
1. General Description 
By doing this exercise students will learn how to use the analog-to-digital 
converter (ADC) of the BeagleBone Black. The circuit they have to build contains 
a thermistor and a resistor. To determine the voltage across the thermistor it is 
necessary to use a voltage divider. The circuit is shown in Figure III.13 and 
Figure III.14. It is possible to measure the temperature by using the voltage 
divider equation (3.1) and the Steinhart-Hart equation (3.2). 
𝑅𝑡ℎ = � 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 1�𝑅 (3.1) 
• 𝑅𝑡ℎ : resistance of the thermistor in Ω 
• 𝑅   :  resistance of the resistor in Ω 
• 𝑉𝑖𝑛  : initial voltage from Pin P9_32 in V 
• 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡: measured voltage over 𝑅𝑡ℎ in V 
Because the resistance R of the resistor, and the initial voltage Vin are 
known and the Voltage Vout across the thermistor is measured, the resistance of 
the thermistor Rth can be calculated. With this calculated resistance the 
temperature can be determined with the Steinhart-Hart equation (3.2). 
𝑇 = [𝑎 + 𝑏(ln(𝑅𝑡ℎ)) + 𝑐(ln(𝑅𝑡ℎ))3)]−1 (3.2) 
• 𝑇 : respective component temperature in K 
• 𝑅𝑡ℎ : resistance of the thermistor in Ω 
• 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 : Steinhart-Hart coefficients, with 
𝑎 = 9.306 ∗ 10−4, 𝑏 = 2.218 ∗ 10−4, 𝑐 = 1.253 ∗ 10−7 
Everything in this equation is known. The Steinhart-Hart coefficients are 
dependent on the thermistor used. The coefficients shown here are for the (YSI 
44907) Precision Thermistor with a resistance of 10kΩ at 25°C. These 
thermistors come with the technical data needed to calculate equations 3.2 and 
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⎧𝑎 + (𝑙𝑛𝑅1)𝑏 + (ln𝑅1)3 𝑐 = 1𝑇1
𝑎 + (𝑙𝑛𝑅2)𝑏 + (ln𝑅2)3 𝑐 = 1𝑇2
𝑎 + (𝑙𝑛𝑅3)𝑏 + (ln𝑅3)3 𝑐 = 1𝑇3
 
(3.3) 
𝑅1,  𝑅2,  𝑅3 : resistances of the thermistor at 𝑇1, 𝑇2,  𝑇3, with 
𝑅1 = 29361.00Ω, 𝑅2 = 5586.20Ω, 𝑅3 = 1989.82Ω, and 
𝑇1 = 0°𝐶,  𝑇2 = 40°𝐶,  𝑇3 = 70°𝐶 
 
The codes which have to be programmed contain several educational 
objectives, like using the ADC module of the Adafruit-BBIO library, lists, “for 
loops”, and the Bubble Sort algorithm. Furthermore, the students will learn how 
data can be saved with Python as a text file, how data can be loaded from a text 
file in a list, and how to use the matplotlib library to plot a graph. The assignment, 
and the working materials of this project can be found in Appendix C. 
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Figure III.13: Circuit for Exercise 3 – Configuration of the Breadboard and the BBB 
 
Figure III.14: Circuit for Exercise 3 – Schematic 
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 For this exercise the following hardware is needed: 
• 1 thermistor (YSI 44907) 
• 1 resistor (1kΩ) 
• 5 jumper wires 
2. Project 1: Building the Circuit 
To measure temperature, it is necessary to build a voltage divider with a 
thermistor and a resistor. Voltage dividers are often used in electrical 
engineering, but students mostly know only the theory. This is a good example 
for students to see how a voltage divider can be used in practice. With the circuit 
seen in Figure III.13 and Figure III.14 it is possible to measure the voltage across 
the thermistor. This project also shows how the ADC of the BeagleBone Black 
can be used. The maximum input voltage of the ADC is 1.8V, therefore the 
source pin (P9_32) and the ground pin (P9_34) of the ADC have to be used for 
this circuit. To measure the voltage across the thermistor one of the analog input 
pins has to be connected between the resistor and the thermistor. The resistor is 
directly connected to the ADC ground pin and the thermistor is directly connected 
to the ADC source pin. 
20 minutes are scheduled to build the whole circuit. 
3. Project 2: Measuring Temperature 
The goal of this project is to measure and display temperature in °C. 
Therefor the voltage divider equation (3.1) and the Steinhart-Hart equation (3.2) 
have to be programmed. The analog input pin connected to the circuit can be 
read by using the ADC module of the Adafruit-BBIO library. With this voltage, 
equation (3.1) and (3.2) can be solved. To program both equations correctly is 
the most difficult part of this project. But it is the basis for the following projects of 
this exercise. 
Because of the more complex equations to be programmed, students will 
need around 20 minutes for programming. 
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 4. Project 3: Sort Values with Bubble Sort 
After completing this project students will understand lists and they will 
learn how to use them. They have to store the temperature value at one second 
time intervals in a list with a length of 10. To accomplish this, they can use the 
code programmed in project 2. When this part is programmed correctly, the list 
will be saved in a new list. This new list has to be sorted using Bubble Sort. 
Bubble Sort is a simple sorting algorithm. The list to be sorted is stepped 
through, each pair of items compared, and their position switched if necessary. 
This is repeated until the whole list is sorted. Therefor two coupled “for loops” are 
used. Because of these two loops the Bubble Sort sorting algorithm has a 
complexity of 𝑂(n2) [Rot09]. But the students do not have to program the whole 
sorting algorithm on their own. They have to understand what happens within 
both loops and program a solution to swap the positions of the compared items if 
necessary. The work with this sorting algorithm also helps to understand 
Python’s “for loops”. 
Because of using lists, which is new for the students, and the Bubble Sort 
sorting algorithm, 30 minutes are scheduled for this project. 
5. Project 4: Export and Import Text Files 
By completing this project students will learn how to export data as a text 
file and how to import data from a text file. This project treats three read/write 
options: write, append, and read. One of these options has to be chosen when 
opening a file. First, the students have to use the option to write a string in a file. 
The write instruction overwrites a file with the same name, if the file exists. They 
only have to export the list with the temperature values. They will notice that with 
this instruction the whole list is only converted to a string and saved as a text file, 
even the square brackets of the list are saved in the text file. The problem here is 
that it is difficult to read this text file out again. Because of that, the students have 
to use the append option. If the attribute append is chosen, Python adds only the 
string to the content of the chosen text file. By using a “for loop” it is possible to 
save every item of the list in a separate line of the text file. The students will see 
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 why this is very useful at the next step. The last part of this project is to load the 
saved data again in a list. With the text file created by appending every item in a 
separate line it is relatively easy to import all these items again. The data can be 
loaded in the list with a “for loop”, the “for loop” steps through every line of the 
text file. 
The students will probably need 20 minutes for this project. 
6. Project 5: Additional Project 
As already explained, one of Python’s strengths is its flexibility based on 
the large number of libraries which can be imported. One of these libraries is 
called matplotlib. With matplotlib it is possible to generate plots, histograms, bar 
charts, etc. It is a very powerful and substantial tool. Therefore, only the basics of 
this tool will be covered in this project, enough to show how easy it is to plot data 
with Python. In this project the students have to plot the temperature over time. 
Therefore, not only the temperature has to be saved, but also the time. To save 
both of these values, a two-dimensional list (a matrix) is needed. The 
temperature and time values are each saved in one row of the matrix. With the 
pyplot module of the matplotlib library it is possible to plot this T(t) diagram. 
To change the code for the temperature measurement, to store also the 
time in a matrix, and to plot this matrix, 20 minutes are allocated. 
E. EXERCISE 4 
1. General Description 
This exercise is about using pulse width modulation (PWM) to control an 
LED and a servo motor. Therefore, students have to build two circuits. The 
exercise begins with building the circuit for controlling an LED with PWM. This 
circuit can be seen as a configuration on the breadboard and the BeagleBone in 
Figure III.15 and as a schematic in Figure III.16. This first project is followed by 
two programming projects. By performing these two projects the students learn 
how to use the PWM module of the Adafruit-BBIO library and they will 
understand the principle of PWM.  
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 After completing the first three projects the students have to change their 
circuit to control a servo motor by using PWM. Figure III.17 shows this circuit as 
a configuration of the breadboard and the BeagleBone Black and Figure III.18 
shows it as a schematic. By changing the duty cycle students can control the 
position of the servo motor rotor. To accomplish this, they have to write a function 
which converts an entered angle (for the position of the servo motor rotor) to the 




Figure III.15: 1st Circuit for Exercise 4 – Configuration of the Breadboard and the BBB 
 
Figure III.16: 1st Circuit for Exercise 4 – Schematic 
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Figure III.17: 2nd Circuit for Exercise 4 – Configuration of the Breadboard and the BBB 
 
Figure III.18: 2nd Circuit for Exercise 4 – Schematic 
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PWM is a modulation technique for controlling analog circuits using digital 
signals. With PWM a rectangular wave (a signal switched between on and off) is 
created to imitate an analog signal. The PWM signal is characterized by its duty 
cycle and its frequency. The duty cycle describes the percentage of the pulse 
duration (the period in which the signal is active) during one period. Figure III.19 
shows several duty cycles. The duty cycle determines the average voltage of the 
signal. This average voltage can be seen as an analog voltage. The frequency 
describes how often one period is repeated in one second. For example it is 
possible to dim an LED with PWM. By reducing the duty cycle it will be dimmed. 
By choosing a lower frequency (lower than ca. 30Hz) the human eye can see 
that the LED blinks. By choosing a frequency which is high enough, it seems that 
the LED is lit the whole time. To change the duty cycle and the frequency using 
an LED with PWM is a good way to help understand PWM. 
 
Figure III.19: PWM Duty Cycles. After [Bol13] 
 
Servo motors are controlled by a PWM signal. The position of the servo 
motor rotor (shown in Figure III.20) depends on the length of a pulse. Therefore, 
the duty cycle and the frequency influence the position. When the pulse is high 
for 1ms or less, the servo motor rotor moves to 90°, when it is high for 1.5ms it 
moves to 0°, and when it is high for 2ms or more it moves to -90°. A simple way 
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 of controlling the servo motor is to use a fixed frequency signal and to change the 
duty cycle. [Ada143] 
Following hardware is needed to build the circuits: 
• 1 LED 
• 1 servo motor 
• 1 resistor (220Ω) 
• 6 jumper wires 
2. Project 1: Building the Circuit using the PWM Pins and an LED 
To understand the principle of PWM, the students have to control an LED 
with a PWM signal. To do this, they first have to build a circuit using an LED and 
a resistor connected to a PWM pin. This circuit is similar to the very first circuit 
the students had to build in exercise 1. But this time a PWM pin represents the 
voltage supply instead of a GPIO pin. 
Because of the fact that the students have already built a similar circuit, it 
should only take 10 minutes to build this circuit. 
3. Project 2: Control an LED using PWM 
This project builds the basis for following projects. The students learn how 
to use the PWM module of the Adafruit-BBIO library. By changing the duty cycle 
and the frequency, the students can control the LED. After activating a chosen 
PWM pin, the students have to change the duty cycle and the frequency. To 
Figure III.20: Positions of the Servo Motor 
 
Servo Servo Servo 
90° 0° -90° 
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 change the duty cycle and the frequency the values of these parameters have to 
be read from standard input (the command line). 
The estimated time for performing this project is 15 minutes. 
4. Project 3: Control an LED using PWM and clean up the PWM 
Pin afterwards 
In this project the students have to write their first function. The program 
the students have to write is based on the programming code of project 2. They 
have to implement a function to deactivate the PWM pin and to clean up the 
PWM module of the BeagleBone Black. This function has to deactivate the PWM 
pin and to clean up the PWM module when an “x” was typed as a value for either 
the frequency or the duty cycle. For this, the function needs two arguments (the 
pin name and the entered string) to be passed. 
By using the programming code of project 2 and modifying it appropriately, 
the students should only need 15 minutes to program the code for this project. 
5. Project 4: Building the Circuit using the PWM Pins and a Servo 
Motor 
To control a servo motor via PWM the students have to change the circuit 
first, but they are not provided another schematic for this new circuit. They only 
get a description how a servo motor works and a description how to identify the 
different input pins on the servo motor. The servo motor has one input pin for 
power, one input pin for ground and one input pin for the signal. By connecting 
the signal pin to the PWM pin of the BeagleBone Black, the servo motor can be 
controlled. The power pin has to be connected to a 3.3V digital source pin and 
the ground pin to a digital ground pin of the BeagleBone Black. The configuration 
of this circuit can be seen in Figure III.17 and the schematic in Figure III.18. 
To change the existing circuit by connecting the servo motor correctly the 
students will need about 10 minutes. 
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 6. Project 5: Control a Servo Motor using PWM 
To control a servo motor, the length of a pulse has to be changed. The 
easiest way to do this is to use a fixed frequency and to change only the value of 
the duty cycle. The value of the duty cycle has to be read from standard input. 
Again, the students have to deactivate the PWM pin and to clean up the PWM 
module of the BeagleBone Black when an “x” is typed in the command line. In 
this case the program also has to be stopped. That is possible by using the 
“break statement” within the “while loop”. After finishing these tasks, the students 
have to figure out the values of the duty cycles which let the servo motor rotor 
move to the positions of 0°, 90°, and -90°. Afterwards the start value of the duty 
cycle has to be set to the value for 0°. 
To program the code for this project and to figure out the values of the 
duty cycles a time of 20 minutes is scheduled. 
7. Project 6: Additional Project 
This project is based on project 5. The main task is to write a function 
which converts an angle into a duty cycle which causes the movement to the 
correct angle. The students have to find their own solution for converting the 
angle into the corresponding duty cycle. Even if this is more a mathematical 
issue than a programming issue, it is still a good exercise for engineering 
students. 
The students will probably need 20 minutes to find a solution for 
converting the angle they entered and to program this code. 
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 IV. CONCLUSION 
A. SUMMARY 
The objective of this thesis was to create adaptive lab exercises for 
teaching programming and for teaching microprocessors and circuits. The 
challenge was to apply Kolb’s studies about the ELM and the LSI to the materials 
handed out to the students. As could be seen, four lab exercises were already 
created in different ways for different learning types. Also the connections 
between Kolb’s theories and the methods used for the lab exercises were 
described. These efforts were made to achieve the goal of the hypothesis from 
the beginning of this thesis, to increase appreciably the learning success of 
students.  
B. FUTURE WORK 
To prove this hypothesis, a survey will have to be conducted. This survey 
will have to include a representative sample which has to measure the effectivity 
of the different working materials. It should test the efficiency of all working 
materials for all learning types. The arrangement for such a “cross-test” can be 
seen in Table IV-1. 
Table IV-1: Cross-Test 
 
Materials for the 
Assimilator 
Materials for the 
Converger 










 Assimilator Converger Accomodator 
Converger Accomodator Diverger 
Accomodator Diverger Assimilator 
Diverger Assimilator Converger 
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 As can be seen in Table IV-1 , this survey should test every hand-out 
material involving every learning type. With the results of this survey, the 
methods used for the exercises can be improved. 
Besides this survey, an evaluation of the existing lab exercises should be 
made. This evaluation should test if the information given for solving the tasks or 
the instructions can be improved. Also the scheduled time for every project has 
to be checked and adjusted.  
Finally, further lab exercises have to be generated. Chapter III.A provides 
the “tools” for doing this. These further exercises would complete the lab 
materials for a whole course allowing students to participate in the first adaptive 
course of the SSAG. 
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 APPENDIX A: MATERIAL FOR EXERCISE 2 
On the following pages the material for exercise 1 can be seen. The 
description of this exercise can be found in chapter III.B. To create this exercise, 
the following sources were used: [Lut08] [Wik141] 
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 SS3035 Microprocessors for Space Applications 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Space Systems Academic Group 
 
Laboratory Exercise #1 
 




By taking this exercise you will learn how to work with Linux. Contrary to 
the usage of Windows machines, on Linux machines you will need the 
terminal more often. Therefore, it is necessary to learn which Linux 
commands are important and how you can use them. In another task you 
will learn how to use the Python Console and you will program your first 
lines in Python. The first Python file you have to write will output “Hello 
World!” on the screen by using a “while loop”. The “Hello World Program” 
is traditionally one of the first programs students learn to program. The 
first version of the “Hello World Program” can be found in a book dating 
back to 1972. The last task is about how to use “if/elif/if conditions”. 




Learn how to work with the Linux terminal. 
Tasks: 
1. Use the Handout “BeagleBone Black” to make sure that your 
BeagleBone Black is ready to use. 
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 2. Open the terminal. 
3. List the files and directories. 
4. Change to “xsperver” by typing “cd xspe” and [TAB]. 
5. Display the current path. 
6. Create a new folder (directory) and name it after your User ID. 
7. Change to this folder (directory). 
8. Create a folder (directory) “test”. 
9. List all files and directories again and check if the folder was created. 
10. Delete this folder “test” again and display again the directories, “test” 
shouldn’t exist anymore. 
11. Create a file and name it “3_helloworld.py”. 
12. Display the online manual of the command “cat”. 
13. Close the manual. 
14. Use the [ARROW KEY UP] to get again the command from step 11 
and change it to display this time the online manual of the command 
“head”. 
15. Clear the terminal screen. 










 B) Python Script 
Goals: 
• Learn to use the Python Console 
• Learn the mathematical operations in Python and use Python’s built-in 
module “math” 
Tasks: 
1. Type the following: 
• a = 5 + 4 
• b = 10 – 7 
• c = a * b 
2. Display it with the “print” instruction. But print every variable in a 
separate line and label the variables like this: 
 
An example for the usage of the “print” instruction might be: 
 
Strings have to be written between in “…” or ‘…’, with a + it is possible 
to connect several string blocks, the instruction “\r\n” or ‘\r\n’ will force a 
line break. The instruction “str()” is necessary, because strings and 
another data type (in this case integer numbers) are used together. 
The instruction “str()” converts another data type into a string. If you 
only had to print numbers, it wouldn’t be necessary to convert these 
numbers with “str()”, Python would do it on its own. 
a = … 
b = … 
c = … 
>>> print “Every number ” + ‘is printed in a separate 
 Line:’ + “\r\n” + str(1) + ‘\r\n’ + str(2) + ‘\r\n’ + 
 str(3) 





 3. Calculate d = b/c and print it afterwards. Write down what happens and 
why. 
4. Calculate d as floating point number and print it again. To force a 
number to be a floating point number use the instruction 
“float(number”). Take notes, if an unexpected result is displayed again. 
5. Round the variable d to the second digit following the decimal point. 
Use the python module “help()” to learn more about the module 
“round”. The help module can be used by typing “help(module)”. In this 
case, round is the module, so type: “help(round)”. 
Another way to use the help module is by typing “help()”. With this 
command you switch to the online help screen and simply follow the 
displayed instructions. 
Display the rounded variable d. 
6. Type the following: 
 
How does Python interpret this format? Take notes. 
7. Type the following: 
 
Take notes about what the operator ** is doing. 
8. Import the Python library “math” by typing: 
 
Always import libraries first before using them. 
9. Use again Python’s help module to learn more about “math”. 
10. Search for the correct functions to calculate and display the following: 
• log2 1024 
• ln 𝑒10 
To use a function of a specific module (like the “math” module) you 
have to write: module.function. 
11.  Close the Python Console with [CTRL] + [D] 
>>> print 1E3 
>>> print 2**5 










C) “Hello World!” 
Goals: 
• Write the code into Python files and compile it  
• Understand “while loops” 
Tasks: 
1. Write on the following line, what you had to type to display “Hello 
World!”: 
            
2. Open the file “3_helloworld.py” with an editor of your choice. 
3. Declare 12 variables and store every single character of the sentence 
“Hello World!” into a separate variable in the following way: 
 
4. The next step is to program a “while loop” to display every letter in a 
separate line. The “while loop” is the most general iteration construct in 
Python. It repeats executing the instructions within the loop as long as 
the test at the top keeps evaluating to a true value. In this case the 
loop has to be executed as long as an iteration variable is less than 12. 
Therefore, this iteration variable has to be declared, so type : 
 
var0 = “H” 
var1 = “e” 
var2 = var3 = “l” 
… 
i = 0 
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 Afterwards program the “header” of the “while loop” with the test 
statement by typing: 
 
5. Within the “while loop”, the instructions to display the characters have 
to be programmed. The “body” constructs of “while loops”, “for loops”, 
“if/else conditions”, and so on (the instructions within the 
loop/condition) are determined by indentations. The whole “while loop” 
to display the characters might be: 
 
6. Save your programmed code and execute it. To execute it go back to 
the terminal and change to the directory of the python file 
“3_helloworld.py”. Then type: “sudo python 3_helloworld.py”. This 
command will compile the code in a pseudo admin mode. The 
requested password is: ss3035apr== 
Every time you execute a Python file, do it in this pseudo admin 
mode (also for the following exercises)! 
7. Take notes about what the instructions within the while loop are doing 
and why the command “eval()” is needed. If necessary use Python’s 
help module to look up this command. 
D) If/Elif/Else Conditions 
Goals: 
• Read a string from standard input 
• Understand “if/elif/else conditions” 
Tasks: 
1. Create a python file (right click → ‘Create Document’ → ‘Empty File’ → 
rename it by using the extension .py) and open this file afterwards with 
an editor of your choice. 
while i < 12: 
 … 
while i < 12: 
 print eval(“var” + str(i)) 
 i = i + 1 
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 2. Program an infinite “while loop” by typing: 
 
For the next steps remain in this “while loop”. Remember the need for 
indentations within a loop. 
3. Print the sentence: “Choose an integer within the interval [0, 10)” 
4. Save an input typed into the command line into a variable by using the 
command: 
 
5. Program “if/elif/else conditions” to distinguish between the following 
cases: 
• If the entered number is less than 0, print: “Chosen number was 
less than 0!” 
• If the entered number is: 
− 0, print: “You chose: 0” 
− 1, print: “You chose: 1” 
− 2, print: “You chose: 2” 
− 3, print: “You chose: 3”: 
− 4, print: “You chose: 4” 
• If the entered number is greater than 4, print: “Chosen number 
was greater than 4!” 
6. Try to enter a floating point number. What happens, why, and how 












 APPENDIX B: MATERIAL FOR EXERCISE 2 
The material of exercise 2 can be found in chapter III.C. The following 
sources were used to create the material of exercise 2: [Coo14] [Pyt] [Wik142] 
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 A. ASSIMILATOR 
 
SS3035 Microprocessors for Space Applications 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Space Systems Academic Group 
 
Laboratory Exercise #2 
 





This exercise is about using input and output devices by connecting them 
to General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) pins. After this exercise you will 
know how to program pins as GPIO. You will also learn how to import 
libraries, built-in modules, and other python files. It is also the first exercise 
about building a circuit by connecting an LED and a pushbutton. The 
following additional hardware is needed: 
• 1 LED 
• 1 pushbutton 
• 2 resistors (1kΩ, and 10kΩ) 
• 6 jumper wires 
 
Working Material 
A) Using the Breadboard 
Figure 1 shows the breadboard used in the lab to build the circuits. It is 
important to know how the holes on the breadboard are connected to each 
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 other. Connected “columns” of holes are marked red and blue in Figure 1, 
they are called “power-rails”. These power-rails should be used as 
extensions for the ground and voltage pins. The other holes are connected 
as rows marked green in Figure 1. They are called “terminal-strips”. 
Furthermore, the breadboard is divided along the middle (black line). This 
means the holes on the left and right side of the black line can be used 
independently. (No connections between the left and the right side of the 
board).  
 
Figure 1: Breadboard. Made with fritzing 
 
B) Building the Circuit 
Figure 3 shows the schematic of the circuit you have to build. It can be 




 both connected to ground, so use one jumper wire for each device to 
connect it to ground and don’t connect “R2” to “LED1” directly. 
It is important that the LED is plugged in correctly. An LED has an anode 
(positive pin) and a cathode (negative pin). Figure 2 shows how you can 
determine which side is the anode and which is the cathode. The circuits 
of the LED and the pushbutton have to be connected to one GPIO pin 
each. When choosing the pins, make sure you will use the correct pins. 
There are pins for several modes some are GPIO pins, some ADC pins, 
other are used for voltage or ground, and so on. So look at the handout 
“Cape Expansion Headers”. 
If you want to make sure if the LED is working, connect the circuit of the 
LED via a jumper wire with the positive power rail connected to the 
DC_3.3V source pin instead of with a GPIO pin. But also use here the 1kΩ 
resistor in series with the LED! You can check the connections of the 
wires from the pushbutton and the resistance of the resistors with a 
multimeter. 
 
Figure 2: LED orientation. From [Wik14] 
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 C) Import the Adafruit_BBIO Library 
It’s not very difficult to use the Adafruit_BBIO library with the BeagleBone 
Black (BBB). If you want to use some of the features of this library you 
have to import it first. 
You can import several modules, for example, the module for the Analog-
to-Digital Converter: 
 
If you want to use pins as General-Purpose Input/Output, you have to 
write: 
 
The first term: 
 
imports the library. The second term: 
 
names the library, so you can use it later by using: 
 
The ‘extensions’ you can use are described later. 
D) Access the right Pin 
There are two possibilities to access a pin, either reference the pin key or 
its name. First we try to access a pin via its key. The BBB has two 
expansion headers: P8 and P9. Both are labeled on the board and each 
has 46 pins. The first two and last two pins of each expansion header are 
labeled on the board as well. To access, for example, the 14th pin on 
expansion header P8, you can write “P8_14”. 
If you want to access this pin by using its name, you can type in 
“GPIO0_26”, but mostly it’s easier and more intuitive to use the pin key. 
import Adafruit_BBIO.ADC as ADC 





 E) Using Pins as GPIO 
GPIO pins can be set up as input or output. After importing the module, 
you can setup a pin as input or output in the following way: 
 
When you have set the pin up as output, it is possible to set this output pin 
“HIGH” or “LOW” by writing: 
 
“HIGH” means that the BBB sends out a signal (voltage) via the 
programmed pin and, like you can guess, “LOW” cuts off the voltage to 
this pin. 
If a GPIO pin is used as input, you don’t program the pin as “HIGH” or 
“LOW”, you detect it. A simple code to detect an input GPIO pin as “HIGH” 
or “LOW” could be: 
 
It is also possible to detect a rising or falling edge. This means that if the 
value is falling or rising, the GPIO library will detect it. First, you have to 
setup the event to watch for:
 
Afterwards it is possible to detect the falling or rising edge:  









if GPIO.input(“P9_14”) == 1: 
  print “Pin P9_14 is HIGH” 
else: 
  print “Pin P9_14 is LOW” 
GPIO.setup(“P9_14”, GPIO.IN) 
GPIO.add_event_detected(“P9_14”, GPIO.RISING)  





F) Using the Python Module “time” 
If you need a function which deals with time, the python built-in module 
“time” can be really useful. This module includes a lot of functions, but 
most useful for our programming tasks are the functions: 
 
As you can see, you have to import this module first before you can use its 
functions. 
The time.time() function returns the current time since the Epoch (the 
Epoch is system-defined and on Unix systems it is January 1st, 1970) as a 
floating point number in seconds. So you can use this built-in function to 
time a part of your program, for example in the following way: 
 
With the function time.sleep(n) it is possible to suspend the execution of 
the program for n seconds. Here is an example how you can use this 
function: 
 









Time = time.time()+ 5 
while time.time() < Time: 
 GPIO.output(“P9_13”, GPIO.HIGH) 
else: 





 G) Import Functions from other Python Files 
Crucial for object oriented programming is the usage of objects. Therefore, 
it is often necessary to connect the functions of different programming 
files. To use another python file you have to import it first. 
 
The file debounce.py includes the function debounce(), which we want to 
use. This function is defined as followed: 
 
That means, that the function debounce() needs two arguments: status 
and port. Therefore, by using the function we have to pass these 
arguments. But the function debounce() also returns two arguments: count 
and status. (It can be a little bit confusing that debounce() needs the 
argument status but also returns it, but after analyzing the code you will 
understand why.)  
Here you can see how you can use the function: 
 
  
import debounce as db 
def debounce(status, port) 
count, status = db.debounce(status, port) 
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 Assignments 
1) Building the Circuits 
Goals: 
• Build simple circuits by using resistors, an LED and a pushbutton and 
the GPIO pins 
• Make sure you use the correct voltage when wiring up the devices and 
the BeagleBone Black (remember: there are also 5V output pins on 
the BeagleBone Black, even if most other pins use only 3.3V!) 
Tasks: 
• Build a circuit with an LED as an output device and a circuit with a 
pushbutton as an input device as seen as schematic in Figure 1 
• Take notes what you found out by checking the pushbutton with the 
multimeter and how the pushbutton works 
 









2) Blinking LED 
Goals: 
• Write your first hardware-based code for a blinking LED 
• Learn how to import libraries 
• Program hardware (an LED) via GPIO as an output device 
Tasks: 
• Create a python file (right click → ‘Create Document’ → ‘Empty File’ → 
rename it by using the extension .py) and open this file afterwards with 
an editor of your choice 










 3) Control an LED using a Pushbutton 
Goals: 
• Use hardware (a button) via GPIO as an input device 
• Control an output device by using an input device 
Tasks: 
• Create a new python file and open it 
• Control the LED via the pushbutton, the LED has to be illuminated if 









4) Increment a Variable by using a Pushbutton 
Goals: 
• Understand the necessity of de-bouncing hardware devices like 
pushbuttons 
• Learn to embed another python file and use a function of the 
embedded file 
Tasks: 
• Create a new python file and open it 
• Write a code which adds “1” with every push of the pushbutton and 
displays the incremented variable by using the python commands:  
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 − GPIO.add_event_detect(port, GPIO.RISING) 
− GPIO.event_detected(port) 
• You will notice that it won’t work as you might have expected. 
Mechanical switches bounce, make notes about what you think is the 
reason for this. You won’t need the lines you programmed up to now 
for the rest of this task. 
• Now embed and use the file debounce.py into your program to 









5) Additional Project:  
Goal: 
Use your new knowledge about programming GPIO devices to write more 
complex codes 
Tasks: 
• Create a new python file and open it 
• Control the LED by using the pushbutton in the following way: 
− When the pushbutton is pushed (and held down), the LED is 
continuously illuminated for the first 5s 
− After 5s the LED starts to blink at a frequency of f = 10 s-1 as 
long as the pushbutton is held down 
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 − If the pushbutton is released (doesn’t matter if it’s released 










 B. ACCOMODATOR AND DIVERGER 
 
SS3035 Microprocessors for Space Applications 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Space Systems Academic Group 
 
Laboratory Exercise #2 
 
Working Material and Assignment 




This exercise is about using input and output devices by connecting them 
to General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) pins. After this exercise you will 
know how to program pins as GPIO. You will also learn how to import 
libraries, built-in modules, and other python files. It is also the first exercise 
about building a circuit by connecting an LED and a pushbutton. The 
following additional hardware is needed: 
• 1 LED 
• 1 pushbutton 
• 2 resistors (1kΩ, and 10kΩ) 
• 6 jumper wires 
The schematic of the circuit you have to build is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Schematic of the circuits. Made with fritzing 
Working Material and Assignments 
1) Using the Breadboard 
Figure 2 shows the breadboard used in the lab to build the circuits. It is 
important to know how the holes on the breadboard are connected to each 
other. Connected “columns” of holes are marked red and blue in Figure 2, 
they are called “power-rails”. These power-rails should be used as 
extensions for the ground and voltage pins. The other holes are connected 
as rows marked green in Figure 1. They are called “terminal-strips”. 
Furthermore, the breadboard is divided along the middle (black line). This 
means the holes on the left and right side of the black line can be used 




Figure 2: Breadboard. Made with fritzing 
 
2) Building the Circuit 
Goals: 
• Build simple circuits by using resistors, an LED and a pushbutton and 
the GPIO pins 
• Make sure you use the correct voltage when wiring up the devices and 
the BeagleBone Black (remember: there are also 5V output pins on 
the BeagleBone Black, even if most other pins use only 3.3V!) 
Tasks: 
1. Connect one of the blue marked power-rails at the breadboard to a 
ground pin (DGND), pin:          , and one of the red marked power-rails 




 one side of the breadboard. To find the right pins, use the handout 
“Cape Expansion Headers”. 
2. Place an LED on the breadboard and connect the cathode side (the 
shorter wire) with a jumper wire to the ground. The anode side must be 
plugged into another terminal-strip. 
3. Connect one wire of the 1kΩ resistor to the anode side of the LED and 
plug the other resistor wire into another empty terminal-strip. 
4. To test the LED if it is working and/or plugged in correctly, connect the 
positive power rail to the terminal strip you have chosen for the second 
wire of the 1kΩ resistor. The resistor is needed to lower the voltage for 
the LED. If the LED isn’t lit, check if it is plugged in correctly or change 
the LED. 
5. If it is working, connect the jumper wire you used for step 5 with a 
GPIO pin, pin:          , instead of the positive power rail. 
6. You have finished the circuit for the LED with step 6. Next place the 
pushbutton on the breadboard at two empty terminal-strips. (Figure 
out, how the four wires of the pushbutton are connected. Nothing can 
be damaged, if you connect it wrong.) 
7. Use a multimeter to check how the pushbutton works and make notes 
about what you found out. 
8. Connect one side of the pushbutton to the positive power rail 
connected to the DC_3.3V pin by using the red marked power-rail and 
the other side of the pushbutton with a GPIO pin, pin:          . 
9. As an additional safety measure, connect the side of the pushbutton, 
which is already connected to the GPIO pin, also to ground (blue 
marked power-rail) by using a 10kΩ resistor. 
10. Check all connections again and compare your circuits with the 











3) Blinking LED 
Goals: 
• Write your first hardware-based code for a blinking LED 
• Learn how to import libraries 
• Program hardware (an LED) via GPIO as an output device 
Tasks: 
1. Create a python file (right click → ‘Create Document’ → ‘Empty File’ → 
rename it by using the extension .py) and open this file afterwards with 
an editor of your choice 
2. Before you can use modules you have to import them. For this 
program there are two modules of importance, the GPIO module of the 
Adafruit_BBIO library and the built-in module “time”. To import both, 
type the following into your python file: 
 
3. GPIO pins have to be set up as input or output first. To do this type: 
 
“P8_14” is only an example, you must use the pin which is connected 
to the circuit of the LED at your breadboard. You can access the pins 




 by using their names or keys. To access the 14th pin on expansion 
header P8 you can write “P8_14” which is its key. If you want to access 
this pin by using its name, you can type in “GPIO0_26”, but mostly it’s 
easier and more intuitive to use the pin key. 
4. You have to make the LED blink at a frequency of f = 5 s-1. 
The lines of code which turn the LED on and off must be written within 
the “while True:” loop. You can turn the LED on by using the 
instruction: 
 
The instruction to turn it off again is: 
 
Again, “P8_14” is only an example. 
To suspend the execution of the program for n seconds you can use 
the instruction: 
 
With these instructions you have everything you need to write the code 













 4) Control an LED using a Pushbutton 
Goals: 
• Use hardware (a button) via GPIO as an input device 
• Control an output device by using an input device 
Tasks: 
1. Create a new python file and open it 
2. Import the Adafruit_BBIO module for GPIO. 
3. You have to control the LED via the pushbutton, the LED has to be 
illuminated if the pushbutton is pressed. 
Therefore, set up the pin used in the circuit of the LED again as output. 
4. To use the pushbutton as input device you must set up the pin used in 
the circuit of the pushbutton as input. The instruction to do this is: 
 
“P8_13” is again only an example! 
5. If a GPIO pin is used as input, you don’t program the pin as “HIGH” or 
“LOW”. You detect it. A simple code to detect an input GPIO pin as 
“HIGH” or “LOW” could be:  
 
With the knowledge gained in project 3) “Blinking LED” you can rewrite 
this sample code so that it turns the LED on when the pushbutton is 








  print “Pin P8_13 is HIGH” 
else: 










5) Increment a Variable by using a Pushbutton 
Goals: 
• Understand the necessity of de-bouncing hardware devices like 
pushbuttons 
• Learn to embed another python file and use a function of the 
embedded file 
Tasks: 
1. Create a new python file and open it 
2. Set up everything you need to use the pushbutton as input device. 
3. Write a code which adds “1” with every push of the pushbutton and 
displays the incremented variable by using the python commands:  
a. GPIO.add_event_detect(port, GPIO.RISING) 
b. GPIO.event_detected(port) 
It is possible to detect a rising or falling edge. This means that if the 
value is falling or rising, the GPIO library will detect it. First, you have 




GPIO.add_event_detected(“P9_14”, GPIO.RISING)  
# or: , GPIO.Falling) 
… 
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 Afterwards it is possible to detect the falling or rising edge: 
 
4. You will notice that it won’t work as you might have expected. 
Mechanical switches bounce, make notes about what you think is the 
reason for this. You won’t need the lines you programmed up to now 
for the rest of this task.  
5. The next task is to use the python file debounce.py and it’s function 
debounce(). You don’t have to change anything in this file!  
To use another python file you have to import it first. Import it by typing: 
 
6. The function debounce() needs two arguments: status and port. So, 
they have to be declared first:  
 
7. debounce() also returns two arguments: count and again status. (It can 
be a little bit confusing that debounce() needs the argument status but 
also returns it, but after analyzing the code you will understand why.)  
To receive these arguments another variable has to be declared at the 
beginning of our program. One more variable which can be 
incremented later is also necessary: 
 
8. After importing the python file debounce.py and declaring all the 
variables, go into the “while True:” loop and readout the variables 
which the function debounce() returns. To do this it is necessary to 




 print “Event detected!” 
import debounce as db 
status = 0 
port = “P8_13” 
count = 0 
x = 0 
count, status = db.debounce(status, port) 
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 9. To increment the variable x by every push of the pushbutton the 
received variable count must be added to x. 









6) Additional Project: 
Goal: 
Use your new knowledge about programming GPIO devices to write more 
complex codes and control the LED by using the pushbutton in the 
following way: 
− When the pushbutton is pushed (and held down), the LED is 
continuously illuminated for the first 5s 
− After 5s the LED starts to blink at a frequency of f = 10 s-1 as 
long as the pushbutton is held down 
− If the pushbutton is released (doesn’t matter if it’s released 
within the first 5s or later), the LED turns off 
Tasks: 
1. Set up everything you need to use the LED as output device and the 
pushbutton as input device. 
2. Import the built-in module “time” and declare a variable called 
“shifttime” and set it to “0”. 
3. Go to the “while True:” loop and store the actual time added as 5 in 
variable “shifttime” if the pushbutton is pressed. The function: 
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returns the current time since the Epoch as a floating point number in 
seconds. 
4. Write a while loop which proofs if the pushbutton is pushed. 
a. If so, write an if-else condition within the while loop which proofs 
if the actual time is less than “shifttime”. If it’s less turn the LED 
continuously on, else the LED begins to blink. 
b. If the condition of the while loop is false, set “shifttime” back to 










 C. CONVERGER 
 
SS3035 Microprocessors for Space Applications 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Space Systems Academic Group 
 
Laboratory Exercise #2 
 





This exercise is about using input and output devices by connecting them 
to General Purpose Input/Output (GPIO) pins. After this exercise you will 
know how to program pins as GPIO. You will also learn how to import 
libraries, built-in modules, and other python files. It is also the first exercise 
about building a circuit by connecting an LED and a pushbutton. The 
following additional hardware is needed: 
• 1 LED 
• 1 pushbutton 
• 2 resistors (1kΩ, and 10kΩ) 
• 6 jumper wires 
 
Working Material 
A) Using the Breadboard 
Figure 1 shows the breadboard used in the lab to build the circuits. It is 
important to know how the holes on the breadboard are connected to each 
other. Connected “columns” of holes are marked red and blue in figure 1, 
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 they are called “power rails”. These columns should be used as 
extensions for the ground and voltage pins. The other holes are connected 
as rows marked green in Figure 1. They are called “terminal strips”. 
Furthermore, the breadboard is divided along the middle (black line). This 
means the holes on the left and right side of the black line can be used 
independently. (No connections between the left and the right side of the 
board).  
 
Figure 1: Breadboard. Made with fritzing 
 
B) Building the Circuit 
In Figure 2 you can see the circuit you have to build. The blue jumper wire 
has to be connected to a ground pin and the red jumper wire to a 3.3V pin. 




 series with the LED a 1kΩ resistor is used and in the circuit of the 
pushbutton, a 10kΩ resistor is inserted. Both circuits have to be connected 
to one GPIO pin each. Again, there are pins for several modes, some are 
GPIO pins, some ADC pins, others are used for voltage or ground, and so 
on. So look at the handout “Cape Expansion Headers”. Compare your 
circuits with the schematic shown in Figure 1 of the Laboratory 
Assignment. 
 
Figure 2: Configuration of the Breadboard. Made with fritzing 
 
C) Programming Part 
You are given the file convergerI.py. This sample code (shown in Figure 3) 
contains everything you need to solve your tasks. Carefully analyze it and 
use it to write your program codes. 
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   Figure 3: Sample Code for Exercise 2 (Converger) 
import Adafruit_BBIO.ADC as ADC #imports the modules of 
the Adafruit_BBIO library and 
entitles them as ADC and GPIO 
import Adafruit_BBIO.GPIO as GPIO    
import debounce as db  #imports the python file 
debounce and entitles them as db 
import time    #imports the built-in module time 
 
ADC.setup()    #sets up the ADC  
GPIO.setup("P8_14", GPIO.OUT) #sets up port P8_14 as GPIO 
      output pin 
GPIO.setup("P8_15", GPIO.IN) #sets up port P8_15 as GPIO 
output pin 
GPIO.add_event_detect("P8_15", GPIO.RISING) #sets up port 
P8_15 for event detection of a 
rising edge 
#also possible: GPIO.add_event_detect("P8_15",GPIO.FALLING) 
StopTime = 0    #declare all used variables 
status = 0 
count = 0 
i = 0 
port = "P8_16" 
test = 0 
 
while True:  
 count, status = db.debounce(status, port) 
 i = i + count 
 print(i) 
 if i > 5: 
  i = 0 
  
 if GPIO.event_detected("P8_15"):  #detects the 
rising edge 
  StopTime=time.time() + i 
 while GPIO.input("P8_15"): 
  if ADC.read("P9_40") < 0.3 and time.time() <  
StopTime: #ADC.read() reads the temperature 
value of thetemperature measurement 
device on pin P9_40 
   GPIO.output("P8_14", GPIO.HIGH) 
   time.sleep(0.1)   #T = 0.1s 
   GPIO.output("P8_14", GPIO.LOW) 
   time.sleep(0.1) 
  else: 
   AlertTime = 0 
   GPIO.output("P8_14", GPIO.HIGH) 
 GPIO.output("P8_14", GPIO.LOW) 
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 Assignments 
1) Building the Circuits 
Goals: 
• Build simple circuits by using resistors, an LED and a pushbutton and 
the GPIO pins 
• Make sure you use the correct voltage when wiring up the devices and 
the BeagleBone Black (remember: there are also 5V output pins on 
the BeagleBone Black, even if most other pins use only 3.3V!) 
Tasks: 
• Build a circuit with an LED as an output device and a circuit with a 
pushbutton as an input device as seen as schematic in Figure 4 
• Take notes what you found out by checking the pushbutton with the 
multimeter and how the pushbutton works 
 









2) Blinking LED 
Goals: 
• Write your first hardware-based code for a blinking LED 
• Learn how to import libraries 
• Program hardware (an LED) via GPIO as an output device 
Tasks: 
• Create a python file (right click → ‘Create Document’ → ‘Empty File’ → 
rename it by using the extension .py) and open this file afterwards with 
an editor of your choice 










 3) Control an LED using a Pushbutton 
Goals: 
• Use hardware (a button) via GPIO as an input device 
• Control an output device by using an input device 
Tasks: 
• Create a new python file and open it 
• Control the LED via the pushbutton, the LED has to be illuminated if 









4) Increment a Variable by using a Pushbutton 
Goals: 
• Understand the necessity of de-bouncing hardware devices like 
pushbuttons 
• Learn to embed another python file and use a function of the 
embedded file 
Tasks: 
• Create a new python file and open it 
• Write a code which adds “1” with every push of the pushbutton and 
displays the incremented variable by using the python commands:  
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 − GPIO.add_event_detect(port, GPIO.RISING) 
− GPIO.event_detected(port) 
• You will notice that it won’t work as you might have expected. 
Mechanical switches bounce, make notes about what you think is the 
reason for this. You won’t need the lines you programmed up to now 
for the rest of this task. 
• Now embed and use the file debounce.py into your program to 









5) Additional Project:  
Goal: 
Use your new knowledge about programming GPIO devices to write more 
complex codes 
Tasks: 
• Create a new python file and open it 
• Control the LED by using the pushbutton in the following way: 
− When the pushbutton is pushed (and held down), the LED is 
continuously illuminated for the first 5s 
− After 5s the LED starts to blink at a frequency of f = 10 s-1 as 
long as the pushbutton is held down 
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 − If the pushbutton is released (doesn’t matter if it’s released 











 APPENDIX C: MATERIAL FOR EXERCISE 3 
Exercise 3 is described in Chapter III.D. These sources were used to 
create the material for exercise 3: [Coo14] [Lut08] [Mat13] 
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 A. ASSIMILATOR 
 
SS3035 Microprocessors for Space Applications 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Space Systems Academic Group 
 
Laboratory Exercise #3 
 





After this exercise you will know how to use the Analog-to-Digital 
Converter (ADC) to read an analog signal. In this case the analog signal is 
the voltage across a thermistor to measure temperature. To save these 
measured temperature values you will use lists and you also have to sort 
the values of a list with the Bubble Sort sorting algorithm. It is often 
necessary to save the results of your program in external files like text 
files. With Python you can easily export your data as a text file or import it 
from a text file, which is part of this exercise as well. Additionally, this 
exercise includes plotting your results by using the matploblib library. The 
following hardware is needed: 
• 1 thermistor (YSI 44907) 
• 1 resistor (1kΩ) 
• 5 jumper wires 
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 Working Material 
A) Building the Circuit 
In Figure 1 (pg. 8) is the circuit of this exercise shown as a schematic. 
Remember how to use the breadboard correctly, this time you have to 
connect the power rails to the voltage and ground pin of the Analog-to-
Digital Converter (ADC) of the BeagleBone Black (pins P9_32 and P9_34) 
and not to pin 1 and 2 of P8 or P9! To measure the voltage across the 
thermistor it is necessary to connect one of the Analog-In (AIN) pins on pin 
header P9 to this circuit. Choose one of them by using the handout: “Cape 
Expansion Headers”. Be careful, the ADC delivers only 1.8V and the 
AIN pins can also handle only 1.8V! 
B) Using the ADC module of the Adafruit_BBIO Library 
The usage of the ADC module of the Adafruit_BBIO library is similar to its 
GPIO module. First, the module has to be imported. 
 
The ADC module has only three functions available: “setup()”, “read()”, 
and “read_raw()”. Before reading one of the AIN pins the ADC module has 
to be set up: 
 
After this it is possible to read the AIN pins, for example pin “P9_40”: 
 
The method “read()” returns a normed value between 0 (which means 0V) 
and 1.0 (which means 1.8V). 
If the actual voltage is needed, it is possible to use the method 
“read_raw()” which returns the value of the voltage in mV. 
  





 C) Lists 
A list is a collection of objects which are positionally ordered. The size of a 
list isn’t fixed but is mutable. Lists are characterized by square brackets. 
An empty list would be this: 
 
Lists in Python (unlike most other programming languages) can contain 
objects even from different types as shown below: 
 
It is also possible to get various types of information from the list or to 
change the list as shown below: 
 
Or it is possible to use type-specific operations: 
 
But there are not only one-dimensional lists. Creating multi-dimensional 
lists (matrixes) is fairly easy. A 3x3 matrix, for example, could be: 
 
To get one row or only one item of this Matrix is similar to the usage of a 
one-dimensional list: 
List1 = [] 
List2 = [12, 3.4, ‘Hello’] 
len(List2) #returns the value of the length of 
the list (here 3) 
List2[1] #returns the 2nd element of the list 
(here 3.4) 
List2 + [5, ‘A’] #List2 is changed to [12, 3.4, 
‘Hello’, 5, ‘A’] 
List1.append(3) #List1 is changed to [3] 
List1.append(‘B’) #List1 is changed to [3, ‘B’] 
List2.sort() #List2 is changed to [3.4, 5, 12, ‘A’, 
‘Hello’]] 
List2.reverse() #List2 is changed to [‘Hello’, ‘A’, 
12, 5, 3.4] 
del List1[0]  #delete the first element of List1 
Matrix = [[1, 2, 3], 
[4, 5, 6], 
[7, 8, 9]] 
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D) The For Loop 
The “for loop” can be used for any ordered sequence object, like strings, 
lists, tuples, or other built-in variables to step through their items. It begins 
with a header line in which an assignment target and the object you want 
to step through are assigned. Like in a “while” loop, the header is followed 
by the statement you want to repeat. Here a simple example: 
 
This “for loop” steps through list “List” and tests every item of “List” if it is 
greater than 10. If so, the item is displayed. 
A problem is that the assignment target (in this case “x”) is only a 
temporary variable and can’t be set to another value. So, if you not only 
want to print the item greater than 10 but also want to set it to “0”, you 
have to change the loop in this way: 
 
The instruction “range(k)” creates a list of successive integers with a 
length of “k”.  
If you want to go through the list in reverse, the instruction would be: 
 
  
List = Matrix[0] #saves the 1st row of Matrix into List 
var = Matrix[2][1] #saves the 2nd item of the 3rd row 
into var 
List = [12, 3.4, 3, 6, 9.5, 15] 
for x in List: 
 if x > 10: 
  print x 
List = [12, 3.4, 3, 6, 9.5, 15] 
for x in range(len(List)): #goes through list: 
[0, 1, 2, 3, 4] 
 if List[x] > 10: 
  List[x] = 0 
for x in reversed(range(5)): #goes through list: 
[4, 3, 2, 1, 0] 
 … 
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 E) Bubble Sort 
Bubble Sort is a simple sorting algorithm. In dummy code, the algorithm 
might be expressed as follows: 
 
F) Using Text Files 
Sometimes it is useful to save data as text files or to read text files out. In 
Python it is relatively easy to do this. First it is necessary to open a file. If 
you try to open a non-existing file, the file will be created. The instruction: 
 
will create a new text file in the current folder (the folder where the running 
python file is saved) with the name “file.txt”, “w” means “write”. After this it 
is possible to write something into the text file by typing: 
 
Afterwards you should close the file again with: 
 
Instead of the attribute “w” you can also use “a” or “r”. The attribute “a” 
means “append”. If the file doesn’t exist, it will be created. If it still exists, 
this instruction will open it and append the string given in the 
“write(‘string’)” instruction. With the attribute “r” an existing file can be 
opened for input. If you simply read the text file into a variable “var”, you 
can type: 
 
List = [12, 3.4, 3, 6, 9.5, 15] 
for x in reversed(range(len(List))): 
for y in range(x): 
 if List[y] > List[y+1]: 
  swap List[y] and List[y+1] 
f = open(‘./file.txt’, ‘w’) 
f.write(“Hello World!”) 
f.close() 
f = open(‘./file.txt’, ‘r’) 
var = f.read() 
f.close() 
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 But you can also use the “for loop” to read a text file out and to store every 
line as an item of a list. For example: 
 
In this case “file.txt” would contain several floating-point numbers, each 
written on one line. But first, the numbers have to be converted from a 
string into a floating-point number. 
 
A loop to store every item of a list into one line would look similar. But you 
would step through the list and append every item and a line break to a 
text file. 
G) Using matplotlib for plotting Graphs 
Matplotlib is a library for Python allowing you to generate plots, 
histograms, bar charts, etc. It is a very powerful and substantial tool. Only 
the basics of this tool will be covered in this paragraph. 
First, you have to import this library and its plot module “pyplot”: 
 
The first two lines are necessary if you try to run a program on the 
BeagleBone Black via putty from another PC. If you’re working directly on 
a BeagleBone Black, you don’t have to use the first two lines. 
By using the instruction: 
 
it is possible to create a plot with the items of “List_x” as abscissa and the 
items of “List_y” as ordinate. Pyplot will automatically set the maximum 
and minimum of both axes by using the maximum and minimum of the 
items of both lists. If you want to adjust them for your own use, see below: 
List = [] 
f = open(‘./file.txt’, ‘r’) 









Of course, you can also label the axes and the graph: 
 
It is possible to show this plot and/or to save it. But if you’re working on a 
PC and using the BeagleBone Black via putty, it is only possible to save 
the plot but not to show it directly. The instructions to do this are the 
following: 
 
The plot will be saved as a png file. 
As mentioned, you can do much more with this module, but for a simple 
plot, these instruction are sufficient. [mat13] 
 
Assignments 
1) Building the Circuits 
Goals: 
• Build a simple circuit to measure temperature by using a resistor and a 
thermistor 
• Make sure you use the correct pins on the BeagleBone Black (This 
time you have to use the ADC pins, which using 1.8V!) 
 
Task: 
Build a circuit using a resistor and a thermistor connected to an Analog 
In Pin as a voltage divider as seen in Figure 1 to measure the voltage 
across the thermistor 
plt.xlim(0,10)   #range of abscissa: 0 - 10 

















2) Measuring Temperature 
Goals: 
• Use the ADC module of the Adafruit-BBIO library to read and interpret 
an analog signal 




• Create a new python file and open it 
• Display the temperature at one second intervals. To calculate the 
temperature use the voltage divider equation (1) and the Steinhart-Hart 
equation (2): 
 
𝑅𝑡ℎ = � 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 1�𝑅 (1) 
• 𝑅𝑡ℎ : resistance of the thermistor in Ω 
• 𝑅   :  resistance of the resistor in Ω 
• 𝑉𝑖𝑛  : initial voltage from Pin P9_32 in V 
• 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡: measured voltage across 𝑅𝑡ℎ in V 
 
𝑇 = [𝑎 + 𝑏(ln(𝑅𝑡ℎ)) + 𝑐(ln(𝑅𝑡ℎ))3)]−1 (2) 
• T : component temperature in K 
• 𝑅𝑡ℎ : resistance of the thermistor in Ω 
• 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 : Steinhart-Hart coefficients, with 
𝑎 = 1.020 ∗ 10−3, 𝑏 = 2.406 ∗ 10−4, 𝑐 = 1.509 ∗ 10−7 
• The temperature values have to be rounded to the first digit following 
the decimal point. 










 3) Sort Values using Bubble Sort 
Goals: 
• Learn how to use a list to store values 
• Use the Bubble Sort sorting algorithm 
Tasks: 
• Copy the programmed file from project 2 and open the copied file (of 
course you can rename the file) 
• Use the existing code and modify it to store the temperature value 
every second in a list (Temp1) and then display this list. Store a total of 
10 values 
• To get the thermistor warm up, gently touch it with your fingers during 
the measurement. 
• Copy the values of Temp1 into another list (Temp2) and sort Temp2 









4) Export and import Text Files 
Goal: 
Learn how to save data with Python as a text-file and how to load data 




• Copy the programmed file from project 3 and open the copied file (of 
course you can rename the file) 
• Delete the Bubble Sort sorting algorithm and Temp2 
• Save the temperature values stored in Temp1 as a Text file 
• To get the thermistor warm up, gently touch it with your fingers during 
the measurement 
• Save the values again in another text file, but this time every 
temperature value has to be saved in a separated line 
• Read the text file out and load the values again in a new list (Temp3) 









5) Additional Project:  
Goal: 
Plot the temperature values as a graph by using the tool matplotlib 
Tasks: 
• Copy the programmed file from project 3 and open the copied file (of 
course you can rename the file) 
• Use a two dimensional list (Temp4) to also store the Epoch time of 
every temperature measurement 
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 • To get the thermistor warm up, gently touch it with your fingers during 
the measurement 











 B. ACCOMODATOR AND DIVERGER 
 
SS3035 Microprocessors for Space Applications 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Space Systems Academic Group 
 
Laboratory Exercise #3 
 
Working Material and Assignment 




After this exercise you will know how to use the Analog-to-Digital 
Converter (ADC) to read an analog signal. In this case the analog signal is 
the voltage across a thermistor to measure temperature. To save these 
measured temperature values you will use lists and you also have to sort 
the values of a list with the Bubble Sort sorting algorithm. It is often 
necessary to save the results of your program in external files like text 
files. With Python you can easily export your data as a text file or import it 
from a text file, which is part of this exercise as well. Additionally, this 
exercise includes plotting your results by using the matploblib library. The 
following hardware is needed: 
• 1 thermistor (YSI 44907) 
• 1 resistor (1kΩ) 
• 5 jumper wires 
The schematic of the circuit you have to build is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Schematic of the circuits. Made with fritzing 
Working Material and Assignments 
1) Building the Circuit 
Goals: 
• Build a simple circuit to measure temperature by using a resistor and a 
thermistor 
• Make sure you use the correct pins on the BeagleBone Black (This 
time you have to use the ADC pins, which using 1.8V!) 
 
Tasks: 
1. Connect both power-rails to the ADC ground pin and the ADC 1.8V 
source pin (P9_34 and P9_32). 
2. Place the thermistor on the breadboard at two empty terminal-strips. 
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 3. Plug the 1kΩ resistor with one end into an empty terminal-strip and 
with the other end into the power-rail connected to ground. 
4. Using two jumper wires connect the thermistor to the power-rail which 
is connected to the ADC source pin and to the terminal-strip where the 
resistor is placed. 
5. To be able to measure the voltage across the thermistor afterwards, 
connect the terminal-strip where one wire of the resistor is placed also 









2) Measuring Temperature 
Goals: 
• Use the ADC module of the Adafruit-BBIO library to read and interpret 
an analog signal 
• Calculate the actual temperature in °C 
Tasks: 
1. Import all libraries you need for this project. The ADC module of the 
Adafruit-BBIO library can be imported by typing: 
 
2. Set up the ADC with the instruction: 
 
import Adafruit_BBIO.ADC as ADC 
ADC.setup() 
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 For the ADC you don’t have to set up single pins. In general, after 
setting up the ADC, you can use all ADC pins. 
3. When everything is declared and imported, Display the temperature at 
one second intervals. To calculate the temperature use the voltage 
divider equation (1) and the Steinhart-Hart equation (2): 
 
𝑅𝑡ℎ = � 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 1�𝑅 (1) 
• 𝑅𝑡ℎ : resistance of the thermistor in Ω 
• 𝑅   :  resistance of the resistor in Ω 
• 𝑉𝑖𝑛  : initial voltage from Pin P9_32 in V 
• 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡: measured voltage across 𝑅𝑡ℎ in V 
 
𝑇 = [𝑎 + 𝑏(ln(𝑅𝑡ℎ)) + 𝑐(ln(𝑅𝑡ℎ))3)]−1 (2) 
• T : component temperature in K 
• 𝑅𝑡ℎ : resistance of the thermistor in Ω 
• 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 : Steinhart-Hart coefficients, with 
𝑎 = 1.020 ∗ 10−3, 𝑏 = 2.406 ∗ 10−4, 𝑐 = 1.509 ∗ 10−7 
To read the AIN pins, for example “P9_40”, you need the following: 
 
The method “read()” returns a normed value between 0 (which means 
0V)and 1.0 (which means 1.8V). If the actual value of the voltage is 
needed directly, it is possible to use the method “read_raw()” which 
returns the value of the voltage in mV. 













3) Sort Values using Bubble Sort 
Goals: 
• Learn how to use a list to store values 
• Use the Bubble Sort sorting algorithm 
Tasks: 
1. Copy the programmed file from project 2 and open the copied file (of 
course you can rename the file). 
2. Use the existing code and modify it to store the temperature value 
every second in a list (Temp1). Store a total of 10 values. 
You will need two lists for this project, so declare them first. You can 
declare an empty list in this way: 
 
3. Rewrite the loop used in project two to display the temperature every 
second storing 10 temperature values into your list. You can append a 
value to a list by typing: 
 
Here is an example: 
 
List1 = [] 
List1.append() 
List1 = [12, 3.4, ‘Hello’] #Lists in Python can 
contain different types 
List1.append(‘B’) #List1 is changed to [12, 
3.4, ‘Hello’ ‘B’] 
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 4. Display the list with the “print” instruction to see if your loop works 
correctly. 
5. Copy the values of Temp1 into another list (Temp2). 
6. Sort Temp2 with the Bubble Sort sorting algorithm. To do this, use the 
following dummy code and change it for your task: 
 
A short description of a for loop: 
A for loop can be used to step through items of ordered sequence 
objects. In its header line are an assignment target and the object you 
want to step through assigned. The header is followed by the 
statement you want to repeat. In this case the assignment target “x” 
steps through every item of the list created by 
“reversed(range(len(List)))”. 
 









List = [12, 3.4, 3, 6, 9.5, 15] 
for x in reversed(range(len(List))): 
for y in range(x): 
 if List[y] > List[y+1]: 
  swap List[y] and List[y+1] 
len(List) #returns the value of the length of 
the list (here 6) 
range(len(List)) #creates a list of successive 
integers with a given length. (Here: 
[0 , 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]) 
reversed(range(len(List))) #reverses this list 
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 4) Export and import Text Files 
Goal: 
Learn how to save data with Python as a text-file and how to load data 
from a text-file 
Tasks: 
1. Copy the programmed file from project 3 and open the copied file (of 
course you can rename the file). 
2. Delete the Bubble Sort sorting algorithm and Temp2. 
3. After deleting the Bubble Sort algorithm and Temp2, declare a new list 
(Temp3) at the top of your code. 
4. Save list Temp1 in a text file. To do this, you have to create and open 
the text file first with the instruction: 
 
“file.txt” is the name of the file you want to create and the attribute “w” 
means write. This instruction will replace existing files with the same 
name. 
5. To write a list into an opened file, write: 
 
6. At the end of every file work, close the file by typing: 
 
7. If you open the file, you will see that it is difficult to read it out again. It 
is saved as a string even with the square brackets of the list and all 
values in one line. 
8. To save the list in a text file to read its values out again, you have to 
use a loop. The goal is to save only the items and every item in a 
separated line. Therefore, it is necessary to use the attribute “a” 
instead of “w” within the instruction “open()”. “a” means “append” and 
creates a new file if there is no file with the given name. If there is one, 




 it will open the existing file and append the new string. An example for 
such a loop might be: 
 
9. Read the text file out and load the values again in a new list (Temp3). 
The for loop to read out this file would look similar. But this time it has 
to step through the opened text file and append every line of the text 
file to a list. The instruction: 
 
will do this for you. Here the attribute “r” is used, which means “read”. 









List = [] 
f = open(‘./file.txt’, ‘a’) 
for x in List: 
 f.write(float(x)) 
f.close() 
f = open(‘./file.txt’, ‘r’) 




 5) Additional Project 
Goal: 
Plot the temperature values as a graph by using the tool matplotlib 
Tasks: 
1. Copy the programmed file from project 3 and open the copied file (of 
course you can rename the file). 
2. Again, delete the Bubble Sort algorithm and the List Temp2 first. 
3. Use a two dimensional list (Temp4) to also store the Epoch time of 
every temperature measurement. 
To store also the time in a list you have to create a two-dimensional list 
(a matrix) first, for example: 
 
You can use the two-dimensional list similar to a one-dimensional list 
by calling its rows or its items: 
 
4. Plot the temperature values as a T(t) diagram by using matplotlib. 
First, you have to import the matplotlib library at the top of your code. 
Matplotlib is a library for Pyhton allowing you to generate plots, 
histograms, bar charts, etc. It is a very powerful and substantial tool. 
To import it type: 
 
The first two lines are necessary if you try to run a program on the 
BeagleBone Black via putty from another PC. If you’re working directly 
on a BeagleBone Black, you don’t have to use them. 
Matrix = [[], 
[]] 
List = Matrix[0] #saves the 1st row of Matrix in List 




import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
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 5. Go back to the end of your code and plot the T(t) graph. 
With the instruction: 
 
It is possible to create a plot with the items of “List_x” as abscissa and 
with the items of “List_y” as ordinate. 
6. Pyplot will automatically set the maximum and minimum of both axes 
by using the maximum and minimum of the items of both lists. If you 
want to adjust them by your own use: 
 
7. To label the axes and the graph use: 
 
8. It is possible to show this plot and/or to save it. But if you’re working on 
a PC and using the BeagleBone Black via putty, it is only possible to 
save the plot but not to show it directly. The instructions to do this are 
the following: 
 











plt.xlim(0,10)   #range of abscissa: 0 - 10 







 C. CONVERGER 
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After this exercise you will know how to use the Analog-to-Digital 
Converter (ADC) to read an analog signal. In this case the analog signal is 
the voltage across a thermistor to measure temperature. To save these 
measured temperature values you will use lists and you also have to sort 
the values of a list with the Bubble Sort sorting algorithm. It is often 
necessary to save the results of your program into external files like text 
files. With Python you can easily export your data as a text file or import it 
from a text file, which is part of this exercise as well. Additionally, this 
exercise includes plotting your results by using the matploblib library. The 
following hardware is needed: 
• 1 thermistor (YSI 44907) 
• 1 resistor (1kΩ) 
• 5 jumper wires 
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 Working Material 
A) Building the Circuit 
In Figure 1 you can see the circuit you have to build. Remember how to 
use the breadboard correctly, this time you have to connect the power 
rails to the voltage and ground pin of the Analog-to-Digital Converter 
(ADC) of the BeagleBone Black (pins P9_32 and P9_34) and not to pin 1 
and 2 of P8 or P9! To measure the voltage across the thermistor it is 
necessary to connect one of the Analog-In (AIN) pins on pin header P9 to 
this circuit. Choose one of them by using the handout “Cape Expansion 
Headers”. Be careful, the ADC delivers only 1.8V and the AIN pins can 
also handle only 1.8V! 
 
Figure 1: The whole circuit. Made with fritzing 
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 B) Programming Part 
You are given the files converger3_1.py and converger3_2. These sample 
codes (shown in Figure 2, 3, and 4) contain everything you need to solve 
your tasks. Carefully analyze them and use them to write your program 
codes. Both files use functions of two other files you don’t have. But it is 
explained in the comments what these functions do, so that you can 
program a similar code on your own. 
The following paragraph contains some information about “for loops”. 
Read it first to understand the sample codes. 
C) The For Loop 
The “for loop” can be used for any ordered sequence object, like strings, 
lists, tuples, or other built-in variables to step through their items. It begins 
with a header line in which an assignment target and the object you want 
to step through are assigned. Like in a “while” loop, the header is followed 
by the statement you want to repeat. Here a simple example: 
 
This “for loop” steps through list “List” and tests every item of “List” if it is 
greater than 10. If so, the item is displayed. 
A problem is that the assignment target (in this case “x”) is only a 
temporary variable and can’t be set to another value. So, if you not only 
want to print the item greater than 10 but also want to set it to “0”, you 
have to change the loop in this way: 
 
List = [12, 3.4, 3, 6, 9.5, 15] 
for x in List: 
 if x > 10: 
  print x 
List = [12, 3.4, 3, 6, 9.5, 15] 
for x in range(len(List)): #goes through list: 
[0, 1, 2, 3, 4] 
 if List[x] > 10: 
  List[x] = 0 
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 The instruction “range(k)” creates a list of successive integers with a 
length of “k”.  
If you want to go through the list in reverse, the instruction would be: 
 
  
for x in reversed(range(5)): #goes through list: 




Figure 2: Sample Code for Exercise 3, Part 1.1 (Converger) 
#import matplotlib #Only needed when connected to BBB via putty 
#matplotlib.use("AGG") #Only needed when connected to BBB via 
putty 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt #Library for generating plots 
import Adafruit_BBIO.ADC as ADC #Adafruit-BBIO module to use 
the ADC 
import Adafruit_BBIO.GPIO as GPIO 
import time 
import debounce as db 
import temperature as temp #imports the Python file 
temperature.py to calculate the Temperature by using the   




ADC.setup() #Sets up the ADC to use it afterwards 
 
status1 = 0 
count1 = 0 
status2 = 0 
count2 = 0 
 
port1 = "GPIO1_13" 
port2 = "GPIO1_12" 
 
Matrix=[[], #An empty list with two rows 
       []] 
 
while True: 
count1, status1 = db.debounce(status1, port1) 
if count1 == 1: 
adc_read = ADC.read("P9_40")  
#Returns a normed value between 0 (which means 
0V)and 1.0 (which means 1.8V) by reading AIN pin 
P9_40 
f = open('./Temperature.txt', 'a')  
#Creates and/or opens the file "Temperature.txt"; 
attribute 'a' means "append" 
g = open('./Time.txt', 'a') 
f.write(str(temp.calculate(adc_read))+'\r\n') 
#Writes into the file. Because of the attribute 
'a' the new text is only added, it doesn't delete 
the old text 
g.write(str(time.time())+'\r\n') 
f.close() #Closes the file. Should be done 




   
Figure 3: Sample Code for Exercise 3, Part 1.2 (Converger) 
... 
count2, status2 = db.debounce(status2, port2) 
if count2 == 1: 
f = open('./Temperature.txt', 'r')  #Attribute 'r' 
means "read" to use this file as input file. 
for x in f:  #The assignment target "x" steps 
through the object "f", in this case through 
every line of Temperature.txt 
Matrix[0].append(float(x)) #Matrix[0].append 
appends the given item to the end of the 
list 
#float() Converts the string of every line 
of Temperature.txt into a floating-point 
number 
f.close() 
g = open('./Time.txt', 'r') 




plt.title("T(t)")  #Sets the title of this plot 
plt.plot(Matrix[1], Matrix[0]) #Matrix[1]: 
abscissa; Matrix[0]: ordinate 
#plt.xlim(0,10) #Defines the limits of the 
abscissa 
plt.ylim(20,35) #Defines the limits of the 
ordinate 
plt.xlabel('Time in sec since Epoch') #Labels the   
abcissa 
plt.ylabel('Temperature in' + 'C') #Labels the 
ordinate 




   
Figure 4: Sample Code for Exercise 3, Part 2 (Converger) 
import swap #imports the Python file swap.py to 
swap two variables 
import debounce as db 
import random   #built-in module to randomize numbers 
import time  
 
status = 0 
count = 0 
i = 0 




count, status = db.debounce(status, port) 
if count == 1: 
List=[] #List with only one row 
while i < 10: 
List.append(random.randrange(0, 100)) #Appends 
a randomized number to the end of the list 
i = i + 1 
else: 
i = 0 
print List 
for x in reversed(range(len(List))): #Bubble 
Sort sorting algorithm 
for y in range(x): 
if List[y] > List[y+1]: 
List[y], List[y+1] = 
swap.swap(List[y], List[y+1]) #Swaps 
     both variables 
f = open('./Random.txt', 'w') 
 
f.write(str(List) + '\r\n' + 
'\r\n' + str(time.strftime("%a, %d 





1) Building the Circuits 
Goals: 
• Build a simple circuit to measure temperature by using a resistor and a 
thermistor 
• Make sure you use the correct pins on the BeagleBone Black (This 
time you have to use the ADC pins, which using 1.8V!) 
 
Task: 
Build a circuit using a resistor and a thermistor connected to an Analog 
In Pin as a voltage divider as seen in Figure 5 to measure the voltage 
across the thermistor 
 










2) Measuring Temperature 
Goals: 
• Use the ADC module of the Adafruit-BBIO library to read and interpret 
an analog signal 
• Calculate the actual temperature in °C 
Tasks: 
• Create a new python file and open it 
• Display the temperature at one second intervals. To calculate the 
temperature use the voltage divider equation (1) and the Steinhart-Hart 
equation (2): 
 
𝑅𝑡ℎ = � 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 1�𝑅 (1) 
• 𝑅𝑡ℎ : resistance of the thermistor in Ω 
• 𝑅   :  resistance of the resistor in Ω 
• 𝑉𝑖𝑛  : initial voltage from Pin P9_32 in V 
• 𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡: measured voltage across 𝑅𝑡ℎ in V 
 
𝑇 = [𝑎 + 𝑏(ln(𝑅𝑡ℎ)) + 𝑐(ln(𝑅𝑡ℎ))3)]−1 (2) 
• T : component temperature in K 
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 • 𝑅𝑡ℎ : resistance of the thermistor in Ω 
• 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 : Steinhart-Hart coefficients, with 
𝑎 = 1.020 ∗ 10−3, 𝑏 = 2.406 ∗ 10−4, 𝑐 = 1.509 ∗ 10−7 
• The temperature values have to be rounded to the first digit following 
the decimal point. 









3) Sort Values using Bubble Sort 
Goals: 
• Learn how to use a list to store values 
• Use the Bubble Sort sorting algorithm 
Tasks: 
• Copy the programmed file from task 2 and open the copied file (of 
course you can rename the file) 
• Use the existing code and modify it to store the temperature value 
every second in a list (Temp1) and then display this list. Store a total of 
10 values. 
• To get the thermistor warm up, gently touch it with your fingers during 
the measurement 
• Copy the values of Temp1 into another list (Temp2) and sort Temp2 










4) Export and import Text Files 
Goal: 
Learn how to save data with Python as a text-file and how to load data 
from a text-file 
Tasks: 
• Copy the programmed file from project 3 and open the copied file (of 
course you can rename the file) 
• Delete the Bubble Sort sorting algorithm and Temp2 
• Save the temperature values stored in Temp1 as a Text file 
• Save the values again in another text file, but this time every 
temperature value has to be saved in a separated line 
• To get the thermistor warm up, gently touch it with your fingers during 
the measurement 
• Read the text file out and load the values again in a new list (Temp3) 










5) Additional Project:  
Goal: 
Plot the temperature values as a graph by using the tool matplotlib 
Tasks: 
• Copy the programmed file from project 3 and open the copied file (of 
course you can rename the file) 
• Use a two dimensional list (Temp4) to also store the Epoch time of 
every temperature measurement 
• To get the thermistor warm up, gently touch it with your fingers during 
the measurement 










 APPENDIX D: MATERIAL FOR EXERCISE 4 
On the following pages the material for exercise 4 is presented. The 
description of this exercise can be found in chapter III.E. The following sources 
were used to create the material of exercise 2: [Ada143] [Bar01] [Lut08] 
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 A. ASSIMILATOR 
 
SS3035 Microprocessors for Space Applications 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Space Systems Academic Group 
 
Laboratory Exercise #4 
 





By performing this exercise you will understand Pulse Width Modulation 
(PWM) by using the PWM module of the BeagleBone Black. This time you 
have to build two different circuits, first one to control an LED using PWM 
and then a circuit to control a servo motor using PWM. The programming 
needed will deepen your knowledge gained in previous exercises and you 
will write functions on your own. 
To build the circuits, the following hardware is needed: 
• 1 LED 
• 1 servo motor 
• 1 resistor (220Ω) 
• 6 jumper wires 
 
Working Material 
A) Building the Circuits 
In Figure 3 the circuit you have to build first is shown as a schematic. 
Remember how to use the breadboard correctly. Don’t connect the LED to 
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 a source pin. It has to be connected to a PWM pin. The second circuit you 
have to build includes a servo motor. The servo motor has three female 
input pins, one ground pin, one source pin, and one pin for control (the 
input signal). The following shows how you can identify the wires. 
• Power: red 
• Ground: brown (or black) 
• Signal: orange (or yellow) 
The servo motor’s power pin has to be connected to a 3.3V digital source 
pin of the BeagleBone Black (BBB), the ground pin to a digital ground pin 
of the BBB, and the signal pin to a PWM pin of the BBB. The 220Ω 
resistor has to be used in series with the PWM pin of the BBB and the 
signal pin of the servo motor! 
B) Pulse Width Modulation 
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) is a modulation technique for controlling 
analog circuits using digital signals. With PWM a rectangular wave (a 
signal switched between on and off) is created to imitate an analog signal. 
The PWM signal is characterized by its duty cycle and its frequency. The 
duty cycle describes the percentage of the pulse duration (the period in 
which the signal is active) during one period. Figure 1 shows several duty 
cycles. The duty cycle determines the average voltage of the signal. This 
average voltage can be seen as an analog voltage. The frequency 
describes how often one period is repeated in one second. For example it 
is possible to dim an LED with PWM. By reducing the duty cycle it will be 
dimmed. By choosing a lower frequency (lower than ca. 30Hz) the human 
eye can see that the LED blinks. By choosing a frequency which is high 
enough, it seems that the LED is lit the whole time. To change the duty 




Figure 1: PWM Duty Cycles. From www.robotic-controls.com 
 
C) Control a Servo Motor using PWM 
Servo motors are controlled by a PWM signal. The position of the servo 
motor rotor (shown in Figure 2) depends on the length of a pulse. 
Therefore, the duty cycle and the frequency influence the position. When 
the pulse is high for 1ms or less, the servo motor moves to 90°, when it is 
high for 1.5ms it moves to 0°, and when it is high for 2ms or more it moves 
to -90°. A simple way of controlling the servo motor is to use a fixed 
frequency signal and to change the duty cycle. With a frequency of f = 60 
s-1 the range for the duty cycle to control the servo motor should be 
between 1% and 20%. 
  
Figure 2: Positions of the Servo Motor 
Servo Servo Servo 
90° 0° -90° 
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 D) Using the PWM Module of the Adafruit_BBIO Library 
Like every module, this module has to be imported first: 
 
Afterwards the PWM pin has to be activated with the command: 
 
The first entry (here: “P8_19”) is the pin used, the second entry (here: 50) 
is the duty cycle in %, the third entry (here: 1000) is the frequency in s-1 
and the last entry (here: 0) determines the polarity. The pin used and the 
duty cycle have to be set, the other entries are optional. The standard 
value for the frequency is 2000 and the standard polarity 0. The valid 
range of the duty cycle is 0.0 to 100.0 and the polarity can be 0 or 1. 
After starting the PWM, the duty cycle and the frequency can be changed. 
To change the duty cycle the following instruction is used: 
 
The command to change the frequency is: 
 
At the end the used PWM pins should be deactivated or the whole PWM 
module should be cleaned up. A single PWM pin can be deactivated with: 
 
The whole module can be cleaned up as seen in the following: 
 
E) Writing Functions 
In Python functions have to be declared first with the “def” statement. This 
statement creates an object and assigns it to the given name. For 
example: 
import Adafruit_BBIO.PWM as PWM 







The statement “def” creates the function “add”. It is important in Python 
that the function is defined before it is called. Therefore, the function can’t 
be used before Python reached and ran it. After the name (in this case 
“add”) the brackets have to be set. Within the brackets arguments can be 
assigned. These arguments can be variables or lists. The whole function 
might be: 
 
By calling this function, the result saved in the variable “c” will be returned. 
After defining the function it can be called (run). The function “add” could 
be called by typing: 
 
The returned variable “c” from the function would be saved in the variable 
“d”. In this case the number “8” would be saved in “d”. Another way of 
using this function might be: 
 
This would print “14” on the screen. 
F) Break, Continue, and Pass Statements 
Some useful statements for loops are the break, continue, and pass 
statements.  
With the “break statement” an immediate exit from the closest enclosing 
loop will be initiated. That means that the following code in the loop won’t 
be executed.  
def add(a, b): 
 ... 
def add(a, b): 
 c = a + b 
 return c 
... 
d = add(3, 5) 
... 
... 
print add(4, 10) 
... 
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 The following shows an example: 
 
This “while loop” will count “x” until “10” and if “10” is reached, the “if 
statement” is true and through the “break statement” the program jumps 
out of the “while loop” and “x” is printed. 
The “continue statement” also skips following code lines, but when this 
statement is reached, the program doesn’t jump out of the closest 
enclosing loop, it jumps to the top of this loop. The following example 
describes this: 
 
In this “while loop” the “if statement” tests if the result of “x” divided by 2 is 
odd. If so, the program jumps back to the top of the “while loop” and the 
“print instruction” is skipped. Therefore, this loop prints the numbers: 8, 6, 
4, 2, 0. 
The “pass statement” is only a no-operation placeholder. If a loop or a 
statement should cause nothing, this “pass statement” can be used. An 
example can be seen in the following: 
 
x = 0 
while True: 
 x = x + 1 
 if x == 10: 
  break 
print x 
x = 10 
while x >= 0: 
 x = x - 1 
 if x % 2 != 0: 
  continue 
 print x 
x = 10 
while x > 1: 
 x = x - 1 
 if x > 5: 
  pass 
 else: 
  print x 
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 Within this loop the “if statement” tests if “x” is greater than 5. If so, nothing 
happens and the statement will be passed. If “x” isn’t greater than 5 the 
program jumps into the “else block” and prints “x”. That means this code 
prints: 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.  
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 Assignments 
1) Building the Circuit using the PWM Pins and an LED 
Goals: 
• Build a simple circuit to control an LED via the PWM pins 
• Make sure you use the correct pins on the BeagleBone Black (the 
PWM pins) 
Tasks: 
• Build a circuit using a resistor and an LED connected to a PWM pin as 
seen in Figure 1 (you can recognize the PWM pins by their names, 
they are named: “EHRPWM??”) 
• Remember how to connect an LED correctly 
 










2) Control an LED using PWM 
Goals: 
• Use the PWM module of the Adafruit-BBIO library to control an LED 
• Understand PWM, especially duty cycle and frequency 
• Change the duty cycle and the frequency using a string from standard 
input 
Tasks: 
• Create a new python file and open it 
• Activate a chosen PWM pin with a frequency of f = 100 s-1 and a duty 
cycle of  
D = 0% and write the following within an infinite “while loop”. 
• Read the value of the duty cycle and the value of the frequency from 
standard input (entering a string in the command line) and change the 
duty cycle and the frequency to the values entered. 
• Type different values for the duty cycle and the frequency to 
understand how PWM works and take notes on what these changes 










3) Control an LED using PWM and clean up the PWM Pins afterwards 
Goals: 
• Learn to deactivate the used PWM pin and clean up the whole PWM 
module 
• Write your own function and then call it  
Tasks: 
• Copy the programmed file from task 2 and open the copied file (of 
course you can rename the file) 
• Use the existing code and modify it to deactivate the PWM pin and 
clean up the whole PWM module when typing “x” at the request for a 
value of the duty cycle or for the frequency. Use a separate function to 










 4) Building the Circuit using PWM Pins and a Servo Motor 
Goal: 
Build a circuit to control a servo motor by using a PWM pin 
Tasks: 
• Change the existing circuit to control a servo motor by using the PWM 
pin instead of the LED. You aren’t given a new schematic for this! 
• Even if the servo motor could be operated from a 5.0V digital source 
pin, use only a 3.3V digital source pin (name: DC_3.3V) to prevent the 
servo motor from possible damage. 
• Use the 220Ω resistor also for this circuit to connect the PWM pin to 









5) Control a Servo Motor using PWM 
Goals: 
• Use the PWM module of the Adafruit-BBIO library to control a servo 
motor 





• Create a new python file and open it 
• Activate the chosen PWM pin with a duty cycle of D = 10%, a 
frequency of f = 60.0s-1 and use an infinite “while loop” for the following 
• Read the value of the duty cycle from standard input (entering a string 
in the command line) and change the duty cycle to these values 
• Deactivate the PWM pin and clean up the whole PWM module by 
typing “x” at the request for a value for the duty cycle. When an “x” was 
entered, it also stops the program. Don’t use a separate function this 
time. 
• Determine the duty cycles for the following positions of the servo motor 
rotor: 
− 90°:   
− 0°:     
− -90°:  
Use only integer values and use the same difference between the 
values of 0° and 90° and between the values of 0° and -90°. That 
simplifies the projects following later. 










 6) Additional Project 
Goals: 
• Change the program from project 5 to be able to enter the angle for the 
rotor position of the servo motor 
• Use a separate function to convert the entered angle to a duty cycle 
which moves the rotor of the servo motor to the correct position 
Tasks: 
• Copy the programmed file from project 5 and open the copied file (of 
course you can rename the file) 
• Read the angle as string from standard input and not the duty cycle 
• Convert this angle to the correct duty cycle using a separate function 
and return this duty cycle. “Correct duty cycle” means that this duty 
cycle will cause that the servo motor rotor will move to the entered 
angle. Integer numbers are accurate enough as angles. Don’t try to 
convert floating-point numbers to a duty cycle. That would be too 
accurate. 
• This function has also to check whether the entered angle is greater 
than 90° or less than -90°. In this case the message: 
“The chosen angle was not between -90 and 90 degrees!”  
has to be displayed and the duty cycle has to be returned to the duty 
cycle for the angle of 0°. 
• Tip: It is easier to use “if/elif conditions” within the separate function for 
the following cases: 
− Case 1: Angle greater than 90° or less than -90° 
− Case 2: Angle is greater than or equal to 0° 
− Case 3: Angle is less than 0° 













 B. ACCOMODATOR AND DIVERGER 
 
SS3035 Microprocessors for Space Applications 
Naval Postgraduate School 
Space Systems Academic Group 
 
Laboratory Exercise #4 
 
Working Material and Assignment 




By performing this exercise you will understand Pulse Width Modulation 
(PWM) by using the PWM module of the BeagleBone Black. This time you 
have to build two different circuits, first one to control an LED using PWM 
and then a circuit to control a servo motor using PWM. The programming 
needed will deepen your knowledge gained in previous exercises and you 
will write functions on your own. 
To build the circuits, the following hardware is needed: 
• 1 LED 
• 1 servo motor 
• 1 resistor (220Ω) 
• 6 jumper wires 
The schematic of the first circuit you have to build is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Schematic of the circuits. Made with fritzing 
Working Material and Assignments 
1) Building the Circuit using PWM Pins and an LED 
Goals: 
• Build a simple circuit to control an LED via the PWM pins 
• Make sure you use the correct pins on the BeagleBone Black (the 
PWM pins) 
Tasks: 
1. Connect both power-rails to a digital ground pin (GND) and a digital 
3.3V source pin (DC_3.3V). 
2. Place the ends of the resistor on the breadboard into two empty 
terminal-strips. 
3. Plug the LED correctly in with one side into a terminal-strip connected 
to the resistor the other side into the power-rail connected to ground. 
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 4. Using a jumper wire connect the other end of the resistor to a PWM 
pin1 (you can recognize the PWM pins by their names, they are 
named: “EHRPWM??”), pin:   
5. Compare your circuit with the schematic seen in Figure 1 and ensure 









2) Control an LED using PWM 
Goals: 
• Use the PWM module of the Adafruit-BBIO library to control an LED 
• Understand PWM, especially duty cycle and frequency 
• Change the duty cycle and the frequency using a string from standard 
input 
Tasks: 
1. Import the PWM module of the Adafruit-BBIO by typing: 
 
A short description of PWM: 
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) is a modulation technique for 
controlling analog circuits using digital signals. With PWM a 
rectangular wave (a signal switched between on and off) is created to 
imitate an analog signal. The PWM signal is characterized by its duty 
cycle and its frequency. The duty cycle describes the percentage of the 
import Adafruit_BBIO.PWM as PWM 
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 pulse duration (the period in which the signal is active) during one 
period. Figure 2 shows several duty cycles. The duty cycle determines 
the average voltage of the signal. This average voltage can be viewed 
as an analog voltage. The frequency describes how often one period is 
repeated in one second. 
 
Figure 2: PWM Duty Cycles. From www.robotic-controls.com 
 
2. Activate the chosen PWM pin with a frequency of f = 100 s-1 and a duty 
cycle of D = 0%. 
You can activate a PWM with: 
 
The first entry (here: “P8_19”) is the pin used, the second entry (here: 
50) is the duty cycle in %, the third entry (here: 1000) is the frequency 
in s-1 and the last entry (here: 0) determines the polarity. The pin used 
and the duty cycle have to be set, the other entries are optional. The 
standard value for the frequency is 2000 and the standard polarity 0. 
The valid range of the duty cycle is 0.0 to 100.0 and the polarity can be 
0 or 1. 
3. Write an infinite “while loop” and program the following within this loop. 
PWM.start(“P8_19”, 50, 1000, 0) as PWM 
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 4. Read the value of the duty cycle and the value of the frequency from 
standard input (entering a string in the command line) and change the 
duty cycle and the frequency to the entered values. 
5. Change the duty cycle and the frequency to the values saved in the 
variables. 
To change the duty cycle the following can be used: 
 
The command to change the frequency is: 
 
These values (the pin, the duty cycle, and the frequency) are only 
examples! 
6. It is possible to dim an LED with PWM. By reducing the duty cycle it 
will be dimmed. By choosing a lower frequency (lower than ca. 30Hz) 
the human eye can see that the LED blinks. By choosing a frequency 
which is high enough, it appears that the LED is lit the whole time. To 
change the duty cycle and the frequency when using an LED with 
PWM helps to understand PWM. 
Therefore, type different values for the duty cycle and the frequency to 
understand how PWM works and take notes on what these changes 












 3) Control an LED using PWM and clean up the PWM Pins afterwards 
Goals: 
• Learn to deactivate the used PWM pin and clean up the whole PWM 
module 
• Write your own function and then call it  
Tasks: 
1. Copy the programmed file from task 2 and open the copied file (of 
course you can rename the file) 
2. Write a function to deactivate the PWM pin and to clean up the whole 
PWM module by typing “x” at the request for a value of the duty cycle 
or for the frequency. 
In contrast to other programming languages, functions in Python have 
to be declared before the program reaches the code line where the 
function is called! Therefore, place this function above the “while loop” 
and define the function by writing: 
 
After the name of a function (in this case “stop”), the brackets have to 
be set. Within the brackets, arguments can be assigned. These 
arguments can be variables or lists. In this case the pin used for the 
circuit and a variable “var” are assigned. These arguments have to be 
passed by calling the function (as you will see later). 
3. Within this function, program an “if/else condition” to check the passed 
variable “var”. If this variable is the char “x”, the PWM pin used for the 
circuit has to be deactivated and the whole PWM module has to be 
cleaned up. To deactivate a PWM pin use the following: 
 
“P8_19” is only an example for a possible PWM pin. The command to 
clean up the whole module is: 





If “var” is not “x”, the program has to pass. That can be achieved with 
the “pass statement”. This statement is only a no-operation 
placeholder. Therefore, the “else condition” might look like the 
following: 
 
4. After programming the function “stop”, call it to deactivate the PWM pin 
and to clean up the whole PWM module by typing “x” at the request for 
a value for the duty cycle or for the frequency. 
When calling a function, the assigned arguments within the brackets of 
the function (in this case “pin” and “var”) have to be passed. In this 
case you might write the following to call the function “stop”: 
 
“P8_19” would be the used pin and “variable” would be the value for 
the duty cycle or for the frequency read from standard input. 
Remember, if “x” is typed in the console, instead of a value for the duty 
cycle or the frequency, the function deactivates the PWM pin and 












  pass 
stop(“P8_19”, variable) 
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 4) Building the Circuit using PWM Pins and a Servo Motor 
Goal: 
Build a circuit to control a servo motor by using a PWM pin 
Tasks: 
1. Use the circuit using the LED you already built to build this circuit using 
a servo motor. First, remove the LED. 
Instead of the LED the servo motor is used within this circuit. The 
servo motor has three female input pins, one ground pin, one source 
pin, and one pin for control (the input signal). The following shows how 
you can identify the wires. 
• Power: red 
• Ground: brown (or black) 
• Signal: orange (or yellow) 
2. The servo motor’s power pin has to be connected to a 3.3V digital 
source pin of the BeagleBone Black (BBB) 
3. Connect the ground pin to a digital ground pin of the BBB. 
4. The signal pin has to be connected to a PWM pin of the BBB. The 
220Ω resistor has to be used in series with the PWM pin of the BBB 










 5) Control a Servo Motor using PWM 
Goals: 
• Use the PWM module of the Adafruit-BBIO library to control a servo 
motor 
• Determine the frequencies for specific positions of the servo motor 
rotor 
Tasks: 
1. Create a new python file and open it 
2. Activate the chosen PWM pin with a duty cycle of D = 10%, a 
frequency of f = 60.0s-1.  
Servo motors are controlled by a PWM signal. The position of the 
servo motor rotor (shown in Figure 3) depends on the length of a 
pulse. Therefore, the duty cycle and the frequency influence the 
position. When the pulse is high for 1ms or less, the servo motor 
moves to 90°, when it is high for 1.5ms it moves to 0°, and when it is 
high for 2ms or more it moves to -90°. 
 
 
3. Use an infinite “while loop” for the following 
4. Read the value of the duty cycle from standard input (entering a string 
in the command line) and save it in a variable “value” 
Figure 3: Positions of the Servo Motor 
Servo Servo Servo 
90° 0° -90° 
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 5. Write an “if/else condition”. If an “x” is entered at the request for a 
value for the duty cycle, deactivate the PWM pin and clean up the 
whole PWM module.  
When an “x” was entered, it also stops the program. Don’t use a 
separated function this time. 
You can stop the program by using a “break statement”. With the 
“break statement” an immediate exit from the closest enclosing loop 
will be initiated. That means that the code following in the loop won’t be 
executed. 
The following shows an example: 
 
This “while loop” will count “x” until “10” and if “10” is reached the “if 
statement” is true and through the “break statement” the program 
jumps out of the “while loop” and “x” is printed. 
6. Use the “else condition” to change the duty cycle of the PWM pin to the 
duty cycle saved in the variable “value”. 
7. Determine the duty cycles for the following positions of the servo motor 
rotor: 
a. 90°:   
b. 0°:     
c. -90°:  
Use only integer values and use the same difference between the 
values of 0° and 90° and between the values of 0° and -90°. That 
simplifies the projects following later. 
Tip: A simple way of controlling the servo motor is to use a fixed 
frequency and to change the duty cycle. With a frequency of f = 60 s-1 
x = 0 
while True: 
 x = x + 1 
 if x == 10: 
  break 
print x 
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 the range for the duty cycle to control the servo motor should be 
between 1% and 20%. 









6) Additional Project 
Goal: 
• Change the program from project 5 to be able to enter the angle for the 
rotor position of the servo motor 
• Use a separate function to convert the entered angle to a duty cycle 
which moves the rotor of the servo motor to the correct position 
Tasks: 
1. Copy the programmed file from project 5 and open the copied file (of 
course you can rename the file). 
2. Read the angle as string from standard input and not the duty cycle. 
3. Write a function to convert the entered angle to the correct duty cycle. 
“Correct duty cycle” means that this duty cycle will cause the servo 
motor rotor to move to the entered angle.  
First, define this function and name it “angle”. A variable named “degr” 
for the angle has to be assigned within the brackets. 
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 4. Within this function, program an “if/elif/else condition” for the following 
cases: 
• Case 1 (If-Case): Angle is greater than 90° or less than -90° 
• Case 2 (Elif-Case): Angle is greater than or equal to 0° 
• Case 3 (Elif-Case): Angle is less than 0° 
5. Within “Case 1” print the message “The chosen angle was not between 
-90 and 90 degrees!” and return the duty cycle for 0°. 
By calling a function arguments, can be returned. In the following you 
can see an example: 
 
By calling this function, two variables for “a” and “b” had to be passed 
and the result, saved in the variable “c”, would be returned. 
 
This would pass “4” for “a” and “10” for “b” and would return “c”. 
Therefore, it would print “14”. 
6. Within “Case 2” and “Case 3” convert the angle to the correct duty 
cycle and return this duty cycle. Integer numbers are accurate enough 
as angles. Don’t try to convert floating-point numbers to a duty cycle. 
That would be unnecessarily accurate. 
7. To change the duty cycle within the infinite “while loop” call the function 
“angle”. An example for doing this might be: 
 
“P8_19” is again only an example for a PWM pin. The entered angle 
(entered in the console –> standard input) would be saved as the 
variable “degrees” in this case. This variable would also be passed in 
this case. 
8. Take notes on how you can convert an angle to the correct duty cycle 
def add(a, b): 
 c = a + b 
 return c 
... 
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By performing this exercise you will understand Pulse Width Modulation 
(PWM) by using the PWM module of the BeagleBone Black. This time you 
have to build two different circuits, first one to control an LED using PWM 
and then a circuit to control a servo motor using PWM. The programming 
needed will deepen your knowledge gained in previous exercises and you 
will write functions on your own. 
To build the circuits, the following hardware is needed: 
• 1 LED 
• 1 servo motor 
• 1 resistor (220Ω) 
• 6 jumper wires 
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 Working Material 
A) Building the Circuits 
In Figure 1 the circuit you have to build first is shown as a schematic. 
Remember how to use the breadboard correctly. Don’t connect the LED to 
a source pin. It has to be connected to a PWM pin. The second circuit you 
have to build includes a servo motor. The servo motor has three female 
input pins, one ground pin, one source pin, and one pin for control (the 
input signal). The following shows how you can identify the wires. 
• Power: red 
• Ground: brown (or black) 
• Signal: orange (or yellow) 
The servo motor’s power pin has to be connected to a 3.3V digital source 
pin of the BeagleBone Black (BBB), the ground pin to a digital ground pin 
of the BBB, and the signal pin to a PWM pin of the BBB. The 220Ω 
resistor has to be used in series with the PWM pin of the BBB and the 
signal pin of the servo motor! 
 
Figure 1: The first circuit. Made with fritzing 
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 B) Pulse Width Modulation 
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) is a modulation technique for controlling 
analog circuits using digital signals. With PWM a rectangular wave (a 
signal switched between on and off) is created to imitate an analog signal. 
The PWM signal is characterized by its duty cycle and its frequency. The 
duty cycle describes the percentage of the pulse duration (the period in 
which the signal is active) during one period. Figure 2 shows several duty 
cycles. The duty cycle determines the average voltage of the signal. This 
average voltage can be seen as an analog voltage. The frequency 
describes how often one period is repeated in one second. For example it 
is possible to dim an LED with PWM. By reducing the duty cycle it will be 
dimmed. By choosing a lower frequency (lower than ca. 30Hz) the human 
eye can see that the LED blinks. By choosing a frequency which is high 
enough, it seems that the LED is lit the whole time. To change the duty 
cycle and the frequency using an LED with PWM is a good way to help 
understand PWM. 
 
Figure 2: PWM Duty Cycles. From www.robotic-controls.com 
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 C) Control a Servo Motor using PWM 
Servo motors are controlled by a PWM signal. The position of the servo 
motor rotor (shown in Figure 3) depends on the length of a pulse. 
Therefore, the duty cycle and the frequency influence the position. When 
the pulse is high for 1ms or less, the servo motor moves to 90°, when it is 
high for 1.5ms it moves to 0°, and when it is high for 2ms or more it moves 
to -90°. A simple way of controlling the servo motor is to use a fixed 
frequency signal and to change the duty cycle. With a frequency of f = 60 
s-1 the range for the duty cycle to control the servo motor should be 
between 1% and 20%. 
 
D) Programming Part 
You are given the file converger4.py. This sample code (shown in Figure 
4) contains everything you need to solve your tasks. Carefully analyze it 
and use it to write your program codes. 
  
Figure 3: Positions of the Servo Motor 
Servo Servo Servo 
90° 0° -90° 
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Figure 4: Sample Code for Exercise 4 (Converger) 
import Adafruit_BBIO.PWM as PWM #imports the PWM module of 
the Adafruit_BBIO library 
import Adafruit_BBIO.ADC as ADC 
import Adafruit_BBIO.GPIO as GPIO  
import time  
pin= "P9_14" 
PWM.start(pin, 9, 60.0) #activates the PWM pin and sets it 
up like the following:  
#PWM.start(pin, dutycycle{in%}[, frequency{in 1/s}, polarity]). 
 
#stadard values are: frequency=2000 and polarity=0 
#valid ranges are: dutycycle: 0.0-100.0 and polarity: 0 or 1 
 
#PWM.start("P8_19", 50, 1000, 0) #Another Example with all 
entries for activating a PWM pin 
ADC.setup() 
GPIO.setup("P8_11", GPIO.IN) 
adc = 0 
 
def dutycycle(pos): #def defines a function, here the 
function "dutycycle". Within the 
brackets arguments (variables or lists) 
can be assigned 
duty = 3 + 12 * pos  
return duty #by calling this function the variable 





break #the "break statement" causes an 
immediate exit from the closest 
enclosing loop (here the "while loop") 
else: 
pass #the “pass statement” is only a no-
operation placeholder. 
adc = ADC.read("P9_40") 
duty = dutycycle(adc) #calls the function "dutycycle" 
and passes the variable "adc" 
PWM.set_duty_cycle(pin, float(duty)) #changes the duty 
cycle of P9_14 to the 
value of "duty" 
#PWM.set_frequency(pin, 100) #would change the frequency 
of P9_14 to 100 1/s 
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 Assignments 
1) Building the Circuit using the PWM Pins and an LED 
Goals: 
• Build a simple circuit to control an LED via the PWM pins 
• Make sure you use the correct pins on the BeagleBone Black (the 
PWM pins) 
Tasks: 
• Build a circuit using a resistor and an LED connected to a PWM pin as 
seen in Figure 1 (you can recognize the PWM pins by their names, 
they are named: “EHRPWM??”) 
• Remember how to connect an LED correctly 
 











2) Control an LED using PWM 
Goals: 
• Use the PWM module of the Adafruit-BBIO library to control an LED 
• Understand PWM, especially duty cycle and frequency 
• Change the duty cycle and the frequency using a string from standard 
input 
Tasks: 
• Create a new python file and open it 
• Activate a chosen PWM pin with a frequency of f = 100 s-1 and a duty 
cycle of  
D = 0% and write the following within an infinite “while loop”. 
• Read the value of the duty cycle and the value of the frequency from 
standard input (entering a string in the command line) and change the 
duty cycle and the frequency to the values entered. 
• Type different values for the duty cycle and the frequency to 
understand how PWM works and take notes on what these changes 










3) Control an LED using PWM and clean up the PWM Pins afterwards 
Goals: 
• Learn to deactivate the used PWM pin and clean up the whole PWM 
module 
• Write your own function and then call it  
Tasks: 
• Copy the programmed file from task 2 and open the copied file (of 
course you can rename the file) 
• Use the existing code and modify it to deactivate the PWM pin and 
clean up the whole PWM module when typing “x” at the request for a 
value of the duty cycle or for the frequency. Use a separate function to 










 4) Building the Circuit using PWM Pins and a Servo Motor 
Goal: 
Build a circuit to control a servo motor by using a PWM pin 
Tasks: 
• Change the existing circuit to control a servo motor by using the PWM 
pin instead of the LED. You aren’t given a new schematic for this! 
• Even if the servo motor could be operated from a 5.0V digital source 
pin, use only a 3.3V digital source pin (name: DC_3.3V) to prevent the 
servo motor from possible damage. 
• Use the 220Ω resistor also for this circuit to connect the PWM pin to 









5) Control a Servo Motor using PWM 
Goals: 
• Use the PWM module of the Adafruit-BBIO library to control a servo 
motor 





• Create a new python file and open it 
• Activate the chosen PWM pin with a duty cycle of D = 10%, a 
frequency of f = 60.0s-1 and use an infinite “while loop” for the following 
• Read the value of the duty cycle from standard input (entering a string 
in the command line) and change the duty cycle to these values 
• Deactivate the PWM pin and clean up the whole PWM module by 
typing “x” at the request for a value for the duty cycle. When an “x” was 
entered, it also stops the program. Don’t use a separate function this 
time. 
• Determine the duty cycles for the following positions of the servo motor 
rotor: 
− 90°:   
− 0°:     
− -90°:  
Use only integer values and use the same difference between the 
values of 0° and 90° and between the values of 0° and -90°. That 
simplifies the projects following later. 










 6) Additional Project 
Goals: 
• Change the program from project 5 to be able to enter the angle for the 
rotor position of the servo motor 
• Use a separate function to convert the entered angle to a duty cycle 
which moves the rotor of the servo motor to the correct position 
Tasks: 
• Copy the programmed file from project 5 and open the copied file (of 
course you can rename the file) 
• Read the angle as string from standard input and not the duty cycle 
• Convert this angle to the correct duty cycle using a separate function 
and return this duty cycle. “Correct duty cycle” means that this duty 
cycle will cause that the servo motor rotor will move to the entered 
angle. Integer numbers are accurate enough as angles. Don’t try to 
convert floating-point numbers to a duty cycle. That would be too 
accurate. 
• This function has also to check whether the entered angle is greater 
than 90° or less than -90°. In this case the message: 
“The chosen angle was not between -90 and 90 degrees!”  
has to be displayed and the duty cycle has to be returned to the duty 
cycle for the angle of 0°. 
• Tip: It is easier to use “if/elif conditions” within the separate function for 
the following cases: 
− Case 1: Angle greater than 90° or less than -90° 
− Case 2: Angle is greater than or equal to 0° 
− Case 3: Angle is less than 0° 














 APPENDIX E: HANDOUTS 
A. LEARNING STYLES 
The handout “Learning Styles” includes a short description of Kolb’s 
studies. Especially the research conducted about the LSI is outlined. It also 
shows the methods used for the material of all four learning styles. To determine 
the learning style of each student, a survey about the learning styles is included. 
For this handout the following sources were used: [Eas] [Kol74] [Kol84] [Sha] 
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These lab exercises are based on the theories of the American 
educational theorist David Kolb. One of his theories is about the “Learning 
Style Inventory” (LSI). The LSI refers to the emotional experiences the 
learner has had in his life and especially at school and during studies. It 
means that every learner has their own learning perspective and feels 
comfortable with specific learning and teaching methods. In this 
connection, Kolb pointed out four learning abilities every learner has. 
These four abilities are: “concrete experience” abilities (CE), “reflective 
observation” abilities (RO), “abstract conceptualization” abilities (AC), and 
“active experimentation” abilities (AE). These abilities can be described by 
single words: CE “Feeling”, RO “Watching”, AC “Thinking”, and AE 
“Doing”. Based on these abilities, every person has developed their own 
learning style inventory (LSI). Kolb points out four learning styles. He 




Strengths Characteristics Methods used in lab 
exercises 
AC, RO • prefers logic and order 
• collects information by 
reading 
• creates theoretical 
models 
• represented mostly in 
the branches of basic 
science and 
mathematics 
• gets only the schematic of 
the circuit to generate own 
ideas of wiring it up 
• gets material to read about 
the theoretical background 
knowledge needed to solve 
the tasks 
• has to create own concepts 
of solving the tasks 
 
Converger: 
Strengths Characteristics Methods used in lab 
exercises 
AC, CE • likes to try new ideas 
independently 
• learns through interaction 
rather than thinking about 
theories 
• needs to know how 
things work 
• represented mostly by 
engineers 
• in addition to the schematic 
of the circuit also gets a 
figure of the configuration of 
the Breadboard and the 
BeagleBone Black 
• gets more complex sample 
code to analyze first before 
using it to solve the 
programming tasks 
• this material allows learning 
more through interaction 
than through first 





Strengths Characteristics Methods used in lab 
exercises 
CE, AE • solves problems by trial 
and error and relies on 
“hunches” rather than 
logic 
• needs information from 
other people 
• has only little analytic 
ability 
• represented mostly by 
persons with business 
background 
• in addition to the schematic 
of the circuit also gets step-
by-step instructions to wire 
the circuit  
• gets also step-by-step 
instructions for the 
programming tasks 
• can try things out by solving 
smaller steps (trial and 
error) and gets more 
information for solving the 
tasks 






Strengths Characteristics Methods used in lab 
exercises 
CE, RO • likes to work with other 
people 
• views concrete situations 
from many perspectives 
• likes to learn via logical 
instructions and becomes 
indecisive by too many 
alternatives 
• represented mostly by 
persons with humanities 
and liberal arts 
background 
• in addition to the schematic 
of the circuit also gets step-
by-step instructions to wire 
the circuit  
• gets also step-by-step 
instructions for the 
programming tasks 
• can try things out by solving 
smaller steps (trial and 
error) and gets more 
information for solving the 
tasks 
• is given the same material 




 The Survey: 
The following survey, seen in Table 1, is designed to find out your learning 
style. As mentioned before, every person has a different learning style, but 
all these learning styles are equally good. Therefore, the aim of this survey 
is to describe your way of learning, and not to evaluate your learning 
abilities. Because every learning style is equally good, there are no right or 
wrong answers in this survey. It is also a survey for you only and you will 
keep this handout. That means no data will be collected by the SSAG. 
 
There are nine rows with four descriptions each. Mark in every row the 
descriptions that are most like you, second most like you, third most like 
you, and least like you. The ranking is the following: 
 4: Most like you 
 3: Second most like you 
 2: Third most like you 
 1: Least like you 
That means that every row contains a “4”, a “3”, a “2”, and a “1”. 
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 Table 1: Learning Style Inventory Survey 
 
A B C D 
1 I like to get involved 
I like to take my 
time before 
acting. 
I am particular 
about what I 
like. 
I like things to be 
useful. 
Scores     
2 I like to try things out. 
I like to analyze 
things and break 
them into parts. 
I am open to 
new 
experiences. 
I like to look at 
all sides of 
issues. 
Scores     
3 I like to watch. 
I like to analyze 
things and break 
them into parts. 
I am open to 
new 
experiences. 
I like to think 
about things. 
Scores     
4 
I accept people 
and situations 
the way they 
are. 
I like to be 
aware of what is 
around me. 
I like to 
evaluate. 
I like to take 
risks. 
Scores     
5 
I have gut 
feelings and 
hunches. 
I have a lot of 
questions. I am logical. 
I am hard 
working and get 
things done. 
Scores     
6 
I like concrete 
things, things I 
can see, feel, 
touch or smell. 
I like to be 
active. I like to observe. 
I like ideas and 
theories. 
Scores     
7 
I prefer learning 
in the here and 
now. 
I like to consider 
and reflect about 
them. 
I tend to think 
about the future. 
I like to see the 
results of my 
work. 
Scores     
8 
I have to try 
things out 
myself. 
I rely on my own 
ideas. 
I rely on my own 
observations. 
I rely on my 
feelings. 
Scores     
9 I am quiet and reserved. 
I am energetic 
and 
enthusiastic. 
I tend to reason 
things out. 
I am responsible 
about things. 
Scores     
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 Use Table 2 to summarize the results of your survey. Only fill in the scores 
asked for. There are also scores which are not needed (e.g. 1C and 1D), 
that is deliberate and not a mistake. Add every score within a column and 
write the result for every column in the last row. 
Table 2: Lernaing Style Inventory Scores 
CE RO AC AE 
1A  1B  2B  2A  
2C  2D  3D  3C  
3B  3A  4C  6B  
4A  6C  6D  7D  
8D  8C  8B  8A  
9B  9A  9C  9D  
Σ CE = Σ RO = Σ AC = Σ AE = 
 
Complete the following to discover your Learning Style Inventory: 
 
AC–CE =      AE–RO =    
 






Figure 1: Learning Style Inventory Grid 
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 B. BEAGLEBONE BLACK 
This handout explains how to use the BeagleBone Black and how to set it 
up for use. It gives a short description of the BeagleBone Black and shows, step 
by step, how to use the BeagleBone Black in the lab of the SSAG and how to use 
the server of the SSAG. 
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The Beagle Bone Black (BBB) is a single board computer containing an 
ARM Cortex-A8 processor running at 1GHz with 512 Mbytes of RAM. The 
BBBs for SS3035 are equipped with a microSD card. This file system 
contains the Linux operating system using the Debian distribution. When 
the BBB is powered on it will boot up Linux. This guide explains how to 
use the BBB as a Linux-based computer. The BBB is attached to a small 
breadboard (an area used for circuit prototyping) and is shown in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: BeagleBone Black and Breadboard 
Each BBB is connected to a keyboard, mouse, and monitor so that local 
use of the device is possible. In addition, each BBB is connected to the 
Internet via the ERN. It is possible to log in and use a BBB remotely using 
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 a SSH (secure shell) client. The SSAG uses a free SSH client called 
Putty. To use this client the IP address of the BBB is needed. The IP 
address of each BBB is labeled on either the P8 or P9 connector. The 
P8/9 connectors run parallel along the lengths of either side of the BBB. 
Figure 2 shows a BBB using 172.10.72.200 as its IP address. 
 
Figure 2: BBB IP Address 
 
Local Login to the BBB 
When using the BBB with a locally attached keyboard, monitor, and 
mouse the system will prompt for a login. The username is ss3035 and 
the password is ss3035apr==. After successful login a desktop as shown 
in Figure 3 will appear on the screen. 
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Figure 3: Debian Desktop 
If the Debian distribution has problems with mounting the server, double 
click first on “File Manager” and go to “xsperver”and check if your files are 
available. If not, start a terminal process by double clicking on 
“LXTerminal”. It will open a black window resembling that shown in Figure 
4. Type: “sudo mount --a”. When you will be asked for a password, type: 
ss3035apr==. Afterwards logout (“Start” -> “Logout” -> “Logout”) and 
when the login screen is displayed again, log in as explained before. 
Check if your files are available now. 
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Figure 4: Terminal Window 
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 Remote Login to the BBB using SecureShell 
There are six BBB units available with IP address ranging from 
172.20.72.198 – 172.20.72.203.  In order to remotely login to a BBB, a 
secure shell client is needed on your client computer. For Windows, SSAG 
uses Putty 
(http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html).  
The defaults should be used to set up your session to log in to a BBB. 
Only the Host Name (or IP address) field needs to be completed. The 
example shown in Figure  below is connecting to 172.20.72.198. This 
remote login can be attempted outside of the ERN as long as the NPS 
VPN is being used. 
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Figure 5: Putty Configuration 
Successful login using Putty will result in an empty black terminal with a 
prompt in the upper left corner “login as:”. Enter the name ss3035. After a 
few seconds a prompt for the password will appear. Enter ss3035apr== 
as your password. The Putty session should look like that in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Putty Session 
 
Accessing Files from the SSAG File Server (xsperver) 
Your files can be centralized on the SSAG file server such that the files 
will always be accessible regardless of what BBB you are using. If you 
desire to access your files from a Windows computer enter the following 
share name into the file explorer address bar: \\xsperver.ern.nps.edu\ss3035 
as shown in Figure 7. You will be prompted for a username and password 
(Figure 8). Since xsperver.ern.nps.edu is not a resource on the Windows 
ERN domain, you must authenticate with the name of the machine you are 
using in front of the username ss3035. For example, if the Windows 
machine you are using is named SSAG40, then the username you must 
enter would be SSAG40\ss3035. Many machines across campus are 
named IT#####. Your own personal computer has a name you have 
assigned to it. A machine’s name can be found by clicking the Start 




Figure 7: Windows Explorer Address Bar 
 
Figure 8: Authentication 
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 Editing Files on Debian 
An editor is available from the desktop. It is called gedit. The upper-left 
hand of the desktop has a shortcut to the gedit program. Alternatively, a 
command line editor called nano is available to edit files from within a 
terminal window. This editor is invoked by typing nano at the command 
line prompt. Or, if you are remotely accessing files you may use whatever 
editor you prefer. 
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 C. LINUX 
This handout covers all Linux commands the students need for solving the 
lab exercises. A description for every Linux command is given. This handout is 
based on the “UNIX Tutorial for Beginners” from [Sto01]. 
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ls List files and directories 
mkdir Make directory 
cd directory 
also: cd ./directory 
Change to named directory 
./ means directory is in the current folder 
cd Change to home-directory 
cd .. Change to parent directory 
pwd Display the path of the current directory 
touch file Create file 
cp file1 file2 Copy file1 and call it file2 
mv file1 file2 Move or rename file1 to file2 
rm file Remove file 
rmdir directory Remove directory 
cat file Display a file 
head file Display the first 10 lines of a file 
tail file Display the last 10 lines of a file 
grep ‘keyword’ file Search keyword in file 
wc file Count number of lines/words/characters in file 
man command Read the online manual page of command 
whatis command Brief description of command 
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 apropos keyword Match commands with keyword in their manual 
pages 
sudo command Will execute any command in a “pseudo admin 
mode”, requests a password. (password: 
ss3035apr==) 
[TAB] Will finish a directory or file name 




 D. PYTHON 
Similar to the handout “Linux”, this handout includes most Python 
commands needed for the lab exercises, including a short description of each 
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# comment Comment out everything behind # 
help() or help(module) Open the general help or the help 
window for a specific module 
str(object) Return a nice string representation of the 
object 
float(x) Convert a string or number to a floating 
point number, if possible 
round(number[,ndigits]) Round a number to a given precision in 
decimal digits (default 0 digits) 
raw_input() Read a string from standard input 
print string Display a string 
range([start,] stop[, step])) Create a list containing an arithmetic 
progression of integers, e.g.: range(4) 
returns: [0, 1, 2, 3] 
len(List) Return the value of the length of the list 
List.append(item) Append an item to the end of the list 
del List[number] Delete the item with the given number 
(first item has the number 0] 
List.sort() Sort the list 
List.reverse or reversed(List) Reverse the list 
while True: Infinite while loop 
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Repeats the suite of the “while” loop as 
long as the expression is true, if the 








Select exactly one of the suites by 
proofing the expressions and executes 
this suite. If all expressions are false it 
selects suite of the “else” clause, if 
present. 




The assignment target steps through the 
iterable object (e.g. a list) and executes 
the instructions in the suite of the “for” 
statement. After the target reached the 
last item of the object and has executed 
the suite, it jumps into the “else” clause. 
f = open('./filename', 'attribute') Open or creates (if not existent). 
The attributes are: 
a - append the text 
w - write (overwrite) the text 
r - read the file 
f.write(string) Write a string into a file 
f.read() Read a file out 
f.close() Close the opened file 
import module/library/file [as name] Import a module, a library, or a file [and 
name it] 
import math Import the built-in module “math” 
import time Import the built-in module “time” 
time.sleep(sec) Suspend the execution of the program 
for n seconds 
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 time.time() Return the current time since the Epoch 
(the Epoch is system-defined and on 
Unix systems it is January 1st, 1970) as 
a floating point number in seconds 
import Adafruit_BBIO.module as name Import a specific Adafruit-BBIO module 
and name it 
Possible modules: GPIO, ADC, 
GPIO.setup(“pin”, GPIO.IN) Set up a pin as GPIO input 
GPIO.setup(“pin”, GPIO.OUT) Set up a pin as GPIO output 
GPIO.output(“pin”, GPIO.HIGH) Set up a GPIO output pin as high 
GPIO.output(“pin”, GPIO.LOW) Set up a GPIO output pin as low 
GPIO.input(“pin”) Return True if the GPIO input pin is high 
GPIO.add_event_detect(“pin”, GPIO.RISING) Setup a pin for detecting a rising edge 
GPIO.add_event_detect(“pin”, GPIO.FALLING) Setup a pin for detecting a falling edge 
GPIO.event_detected(“pin”) Check a pin for the event set up 
ADC.setup() Set up the ADC module of the BBB 
ADC.read(“pin”) Read the voltage on the pin and return a 
normed value between 0 (which means 
0V) and 1.0 (which means 1.8V) 
ADC.read_raw(“pin”) Read the voltage on the pin and return 
the voltage in mV 
PWM.start(“pin”, duty[, freq, pol]) Activate the PWM pin with a specific 
duty cycle [, frequency, and polarity] 
PWM.set_duty_cycle(“pin”, duty) Change the duty cycle 
PWM.set_frequency(“pin”, freq) Change the frequency 
PWM.stop(“pin”) Deactivate the PWM pin 
PWM.cleanup() Clean up the whole PWM module of the 
BBB 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt Import the plot module of the matplotlib 
library 
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 import matplotlib 
matplotlib.use(“AGG”) 
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 
Import the plot module of the matplotlib 
library when using putty 
plt.plot(List_x, List_y) Create a plot with the items of “List_x” as 




Set the minimum and the maximum of 
the abscissa and the ordinate 
plt.title(string) Label the plot 
plt.xlabel(string) 
plt.ylabel(string) 
Label the abscissa and the ordinate 
plt.show() Show the plot (not possible when using 
putty) 




 E. PIN HEADERS 
This handout gives an overview of each pin of the pin headers with its 
number, its name, and with its properties in mode 0 (BBB’s standard mode for 
the pin headers). The following source was used to create this handout: [Col14] 
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Handout: Cape Expansion Headers 
 
 
Name Mode 0 P8 Mode 0 Name 
GND DGND 1 2 DGND GND 
GPIO1_6 MMC1_DAT6 3 4 MMC1_DAT7 GPIO1_7 
GPIO1_2 MMC1_DAT2 5 6 MMC1_DAT3 GPIO1_3 
TIMER4 GPIO_66 7 8 GPIO_67 TIMER7 
TIMER5 GPIO_69 9 10 GPIO_68 TIMER6 
GPIO1_13 GPIO_45 11 12 GPIO_44 GPIO1_12 
EHRPWM2B GPIO_23 13 14 GPIO_26 GPIO0_26 
GPIO1_15 GPIO_47 15 16 GPIO_46 GPIO1_14 
GPIO0_27 GPIO_27 17 18 GPIO_65 GPIO2_1 
EHRPWM2A GPIO_22 19 20 MMC1_CMD GPIO1_31 
GPIO1_30 MMC1_CLK 21 22 MMC1_DAT5 GPIO1_5 
GPIO1_4 MMC1_DAT4 23 24 MMC1_DAT1 GPIO1_1 
GPIO1_0 MMC1_DAT0 25 26 GPIO_61 GPIO1_29 
GPIO2_22 LCD_VSYNC 27 28 LCD_PCLK GPIO2_24 
GPIO2_23 LCD_HSYNC 29 30 LCD_AC_BIAS_E GPIO2_25 
UART5_CTSN LCD_DATA14 31 32 LCD_DATA15 UART5_RTSN 
UART4_RTSN LCD_DATA13 33 34 LCD_DATA11 UART3_RTSN 
UART4_CTSN LCD_DATA12 35 36 LCD_DATA10 UART3_CTSN 
UART5_TXD LCD_DATA8 37 38 LCD_DATA9 UART5_RXD 
GPIO2_12 LCD_DATA6 39 40 LCD_DATA7 GPIO2_13 
GPIO2_10 LCD_DATA4 41 42 LCD_DATA5 GPIO2_11 
GPIO2_8 LCD_DATA2 43 44 LCD_DATA3 GPIO2_9 




 Name Mode 0 P9 Mode 0 Name 
GND DGND 1 2 DGND GND 
DC_3.3V VDD_3V3 3 4 VDD_3V3 DC_3.3V 
VDD_5V VDD_5V 5 6 VDD_5V VDD_5V 
SYS_5V SYS_5V 7 8 SYS_5V SYS_5V 
PWR_BUT PWR_BUT 9 10 SYS_RESETn SYS_RESETn 
UART4_RXD GPIO_30 11 12 GPIO_60 GPIO1_28 
UART4_TXD GPIO_31 13 14 GPIO_40 EHRPWM1A 
GPIO1_16 GPIO_48 15 16 GPIO_51 EHRPWM1B 
I2C1_SCL GPIO_4 17 18 GPIO_5 I2C1_SDA 
I2C2_SCL I2C2_SCL 19 20 I2C2_SDA I2C2_SDA 
UART2_TXD GPIO_3 21 22 GPIO_2 UART2_RXD 
GPIO1_17 GPIO_49 23 24 GPIO_15 UART1_TXD 
GPIO3_21 GPIO_117 25 26 GPIO_14 UART1_RXD 
GPIO1_19 GPIO_125 27 28 SPI1_CS0 SPI1_CS0 
SPI1_D0 SPI1_D0 29 30 GPIO_122 SPI1_D1 
SPI1_SCLK SPI1_SCLK 31 32 VDD_ADC* VADC 
AIN4 AIN4* 33 34 GNDA_ADC* AGND 
AIN6 AIN6* 35 36 AIN5* AIN5 
AIN2 AIN2* 37 38 AIN3* AIN3 
AIN0 AIN0* 39 40 AIN1* AIN1 
CLKOUT2 GPIO_20 41 42 GPIO_7 GPIO0_7 
GND DGND 43 44 DGND GND 
GND DGND 45 46 DGND GND 
      
 
*only 1.8V 
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